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Toxics encroach on SJSU

ThursdaY, October 17, 1991

Plumbing
repairs
overflowing
By Barbara Dobeny
Daily as wrier

A few minutes after 8 am. Thursday, Al Palacio swings his
pick against thick layers of asphalt, canpacted gravel and sand
in a shoulder-deep pit by the Spartan Complex.
Palacio is uncovering pipe around a broken 275 -pound
valve regulating water service to half the campus.
His partner Al Perez watches from the edge of the pit, trading places every 20 minutes or so.
It’s slow, unskilled, backbreaking labor.
It’s also the number one emergency on a campus where
emergencies compete for attention like starving children and a
five-man plumbing crew chips away at 420 loosely pricritized
work orders.
It takes a crisis to get something repaired at SJSU. Aging
equipment stays in service until it breaks. Skilled plumbers are
stolen from scheduled projects for emergency labor.
The plumbing office lacks functional computers to prioritize
a torrent of work orders. There is virtually no time or resources
for preventive maintenance.
In deep hole they can’t get out of

Phologniphs by Drama Bernina

Dab gaff photographer

Pierre aloz, Allen Waldman, Dennis Gathright and David Yeager examine a core sample from a waste site at South Campus Wednesday

Lorentz waste dump ready for cleanup,
plume in water and soil monitored
By Sandy Heynen
Daily staff writer

Dennis Gathright shovels dirt into drums after
his company takes core samples front the
Superfund toxic waste Wednesday.
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The Lorentz toxic waste site near SJSU’s South
Campus which has been listed as a high priority for
federal assistance since 1987 is finally undergoing preliminary cleanup.
The contamination has created a plume, which is
like a toxic cloud traveling through the water and soil.
It is centered under the Lorentz site, the SJSU mons
field and possibly under the student housing at 10th
and Humbolt streets.
Some customers of the Lorentz Barrel & Drum
began installing water cleaning systems Tuesday
which should be finished by mid-March.
The Environmental Protection Agency will also
continue its testing and monitoring of the soil and
water, and it is installing eight more monitoring wells
to the already existing 30 stations surrounding the
area.
Its next step will be to set up meeting with residents and concerned community groups to revise its
community relations plan, which will include new
population figures and views. It will also allow them a
forum for discussing their revised plans, said Joe
Healy, the EPA project manager.
Altana Bunts, SJSU’s Associated Students director
of environmental affairs, has planned to make an
assessment of the problem. She also plans to work
with the SJSU Environmental Resource Center in
attacking the problem.
In 1985, and then again in 1987, the cleanup was
promised by the EPA to be completed within a few
years. The delay in beginning cleanup was due to the
time-consuming process of placing bliune and receiv-

mg funding from the appropriate people, Hogan said.
The Superfund project, which allows fa monetary
aid in toxic waste cleanup, also dictates that cleanup
cost most be differed to those responsible for the mess
whenever possible.
The Superfund Act was passed by Congress in the
early 19808 which provided almost $2 billion for
cleanup.
In 1986 another $8 billion was allocated for
cleanup projects in the next five years.
More than 200 customers of the dump site receive
letters from the EPA asking for an explanation of their
role in the dumping. Hogan said. So far they have 11
customers working on the cleaning of the underground
water and another group in the worts to cleanup the
soil contamination.
Superfund had quite a bit of money and it wasn’t
used as effectively as it could have beat, said Steve
Shank, director of ERC.
He is concerned with the toxins seeping into the
underground water and expanding out into the other
underground water and oceans.
"Data from the last three years, that we are very
confident about, shows that the plume has not moved
significantly," Hogan and.
Hogan mid that the plume’s slow movement could
be aunbuted to the drought because of little water to
carry it through the soil. They have also placed an
asphalt cover on most of the Lorentz site to prevent
water from seeping into the ground.
Since 1946 the 5.25 -acre site on the coma of Rkh
Street and Alma Avenue has been exposed to toxins
from the Lorentz Barrel & Drum site, a company that

Campus charter buses slated to be
sold; low-reliability cited as cause
Bus drivers want
vehicles to stay
By Pear Benito
Duly staff wrier

It appears that SJSU’s luxury buses
have reached the end of the line.
The university will sell their two coach
buses as soon as a charter his contract to
transport athletic teams and choral gmups
is reached. Charter companies are currently
balding on the contract which will exceed
S10,000 for this school year.
SJSU’s administration has opted to bell
the buses because of the numerous
mechanical problems they have had with
thein in the past
"We are not inclined to use them
because they are unreliable," said Mo
Qayoumi. associate executive vice-president for facilities development and operations.
Qayoumi also cited problems with the
high cost of maintaining the vehicles. In
July of 1987, the university spat( $19,000
on a new engine for one of the coaches.
"The reliability has become iffy despite
money put into them," said Janet Redding,
director of university advaricanent.
SJSU purchased the two buses in
September of 1986 from the West Valley
Bus Company for $35,000 each. They we
1968 models that were formally used by a
local musical group until the company
repossamed them.
According to SJSU’s primary coach bus

driver FA Hahn, the vehicles were driven
approximately 20,000 miles last year.
Each coach holds 43 passengers and is
similar to a Greyhound bus. They are
equipped with air conditioning, reclining
seats mid restroorns. But instead of a race
dog on the side, the coaches are branded
with the university’s name in bold black
pramt.
Qayoumi is hoping the school can get a
total of $30,000 for both of the luxury
buses.
Ftw now, the t:0111:11CS will be "used as a
last resort" until they are sold, Qayomi
said.
So far this year, they have been driven
on only two trips, both (wearing last week.
The soccer team took a coach to and
from the San Francisco Airport, and the
SJSU chorahers used OW for a mini -tour to
local high schools. In the future, SJSU’s
school buses will be used on most of these
local journeys.
Hahn and a secondary driver, Jerry
Warritsley, said they feel that SJSU should
retain the caches.
"The 11110.11 CAIRN have passed and now
they should get their money out of them"
Hahn said.
And Wannsley claims the buses "run
like a Cachllac."
But even though the buses will go on
the market after a charter contact is finalized, Hahn and Wannsley will keep their
iobs.
They will continue working in auto
maintenance and also drive the SJSU
school ham

See 1OX1CS, Back Page

The result is massive backflow of work that has reduced
service across campus to a sluggish response or none at all.
"We’re in a deep hole we can’t crawl out of," plumbing
supervisor Kym Bersuch said. "We can see the top but we can’t
get there."
The broken valve is one of two connecting SJSU’s private
well with a water line looping around campus. A quarter-century old, it broke in the "off" position about four months ago,
according to Bersuch.
The school could live with one remaining valve until the
system started delivering sandy water in late September.
Plumbers suspect failure of a third valve they can’t locate.
SJSU is now one valve away from emergency city water
kicking in at lower pressure and higher cost, Bersuch said.
Plumbers must cut water to a quarter of the campus sometime soon for the 48-hour weekend repair.
Perhaps the greatest problem is a lack of preventive maintenance. Six years ago, six plumbers were assisted by two or
three students.
The students conducted sweeps of every building, liming all
needed repairs. Basuch said.
They could also do simple maintenance
checking for
jammed toilets, turning valves
and take the safety position
on two-worker teams, he and, freeing plumbers for other jobs.
"If we don’t do the maintenance we need on the fixtures,
they fail and become an emergency call," Bersuch said.
Under the preventive maintenance program, plumbers
received 4 to 5 emergency calls each week, he said. Now he
estimates that figure at 15 to 20.
Even three years ago, the plumbing crew had fingertip
access to all outstanding jobs on every building, acccrding to
Bersuch.
Hard copies of work orders were filed by location, he said,
and could be sorted on a desk top for easy review.
The new computer system sorts reliably by building and
wcrk order number, according to Bersuch, but so far lacks the
versatility of manual files.
More options are in the works, but for now he can only
moll through each building’s litany of problems, five work
orders per screen.
"It’s a cumbersome system at best," he said. "I spend a lot
of time on the paperwork alone."

Jobs are prioritized
Fwilities management pnoritizes jobs on a scale fmm one
to five. High priorities include time-consuming ceiling leaks
and toilet overflows that could cause extensive damage.
Typically, one plumber is now assigned exclusively to emergencies, but the others are interrupted so frequently it’s tough to
fight the backlog, Bersuch saut
Plumber John Hawk agreed. "You can go a week or two
See FACILIT1FS, Back Page

Biology faculty, staff muffle
feelings regarding Balgooyen
Some co-workers speak on professor’s behalf
By Kim Carter
Daily Nan wryer

The hallways are quiet from
door to door. Comments from professor’s and school officials are few
and far between. Secret meetings
we held behind closed doors.
This quiet and eerie feeling is
the reaction of the biology department to the news that Professor
Thomas Balgooyen (pronounced
Bal-GOY-en) may return after a
two-year absence.
The university tried to fur him
on Jan. 1, after he was convicted on
two federal misdemeanor counts
for violating wildlife protection
laws dunng a 1986 school-sponsored field trip.
Balgooyen was found guilty by
a Judge in November 1990 on one
federal misdemeanor count of collecting a protected species the
Oregon slender salamander and
one count of ma-collection of four
species as defined by a state pamit.
Balgooyen’s dismissal was
overturned by an independent atmrater in a decision announced Oct.
2.
Balgooyen’s comeback has
brought about an array of mixed

reactions Man supporters and oth
ers in betrayal.
Many of die biology professors
have no comment concerning the
return of Balgooyen. Kenneth
Hutton, Patricia Grillione and
Michael Kuulek we among the professors who will not speak of the
subject
Instead, they were told by
Department Chairman Wayne
Savage to send all inquiries to him.
Savage declined to comment as
well.
Although Balgooyen’s conviction, firing and suhstaluent reversal
are sensitive subjects on campus,
some instructors and students did
speak out in support of Balgooyen’s
return to campus this spring
WITICSICr.

During the scandal in fall of
1990, a student confronted
Balgooyen in class on the issue.
Balgooyen and it was a he, according to Michelle Meitre, a junior
who had Balgooyen in Biology 10.
"We last him as a professor half
way through the semester. We got
another professor who was not as
good," Meiur said.
Ronald Stecker. professor of
biology and close friend to

Balgooyen poke out in support of
his return.
"Balgooyen has been through
the courts a hich has cost him a lot
in reputation and monetarily I
would like to see people give him a
new start," Sucker said. "I am not
so sure that will occur."
At the beginning, Balgooyen did
not receive a gran deal of support
from the university.
"I resent the way the uruversity
tried him before the courts did,"
Stecker
Stecker added that student
reviews of Balgooyen’s performance were quite good.
"Balgooyen is a very dechcated
research scientist
he has had a
hard time in the last two years,"
said J. Gortko Edwards, professor
of entomology.
"I haven’t been teaching far two
yea’s now. I truly want to get back
to the student body," Balgooyen
said earlier this semester.
Staka canpared Balfour:at to
a lightening rod. "He s tough,
aggressive and often abrasive to
some colleagues.
I consider him a friend and I
don’t turn my back on Inend or
anyone for that matter"
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FORUM OPINIONS
r.

EDITORIAL
State politicians earn
the distrust of voters
Seymour, Wilson
turn their backs
on the voters, lie
to their backers
p

olincians. They just can’t be
trusted anymore.
There appears to be a
certain
among
trend
California politicians toward
courting moderates and liberal fence -sitters with political rhetoric and
then hanging them out to dry when the time
comes to deliver on their campaign promises.
Particularly Republican senators and
former senators from San Diego.
For example, Gov. Pete Wilson, after
promising that he would support legislation
in favor of gay rights, turned around and
vetoed AS 101.
The bill would have made discrinunation on the basis of sexual orientation illegal.
Clearly, Wilson is suffering from a lapse
of conscience.
Perhaps his necktie is cutting off the
flow of blood to his brain.
Wilson’s appointed sucerscor to the U.S.
Senate, Republican Sen. John Seymour
seems to have the same sickness.
Seymour, a self-proclaimed pro-choice
advocate, voted Tuesday to confirm

Clarence Thomas to the U.S. Supreme
Court
By supporting Thomas, who many
believe will provide the decisive vote to
overturn the lamknat abortion legislation,
Roe v. Wade, Seymour has sent a message
to the people of California that he is a liar.
He is, as his Democratic peers tagged him,
a pro-choice hypocrite.
Apparently, politicians have lost all concern for their constituents.
Either that, or they’ve all lost their job
descriptions which define them as representatives of the YOICrs and the voters’ wishes.
Granted, politicians have always had a
reputation for dishonesty, but in the old
days they at least tried to hide it.
Lately, it seems politicians no longer
care who they alienate.
Seymour knew his vote for Thomas
could potentially cost him votes among
women and moderates in his next run for
the Senate, but because public favor
seemed to be with Thomas, he just didn’t
care.
But we care. And we vote.
We sincerely hope that in next year’s
elections voters everywhere will overcome
their apathy and oust these bozos from
office.
Forget about name rexignition.
Better to take a chance on a name that’s
not as familiar than to allow the current roster of morons to continue to wreak havoc
en this country’s political system and on
our lives.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
The burden of proof

Chewing addiction

Editor,
I cannot agree with the opinion
expressed in your Oct. 15 editorial, "Who’s
telling the truth?" I believe it does not fatly
consider the rights of due process to which
Judge *Thomas is entitled.
If the Senate Judiciary Committee
rejects his nomination based upon Anita
Hill’s testimony, it will send a message
undermining the principle of innocent until
proven guilty.
Apparently, both Hill and Thomas could
furnish an unlimited supply of witnesses on
their behalf, none of whom seems to be
able to wale the question at hand.
However compelling Hill’s testimony
appears, she has failed to prove her charges
against Thomas beyond a reasonable doubt.
Such a burden of proof is required by the
judicial process for the protection of everyone. Without it, we risk the dangerous
precedent of automatically equating an allegation with guilt.
I found your statement "assuming he
(Thomas) never made sexual remarks is a
huge leap of faith" to be based on similarly
faulty logic. It is nothing but a sweeping
generalization. When dsiling with such an
emotionally charged allegation as sexual
harassment, I think men and women alike
should be given the benefit of the doubt.
The charge itself is too damaging to be
treated any other way
I admire Hill’s conviction and in my
heart find it difficult to dispute her veracity.
But this issue deserves more than an emotional foundation for a precedent
Since it is a very powerful tool, the
charge of sexual harassment should be
accompanied by equally powerful checks
and balances, with the burden of proof as

Editor,

its

I do not feel the Spartan Daily is justified in its opposition to Thomas based on
the charges against him. If he is snit back
to where he came from (as you suggest), it
should be for his experience, or lack of it,
as a judge. Only there do we have clear evidence of his past behavior.

I was intrigued by your article "An AllAmerican Comeback," Oct.19, about the
SJSU quarterback who "beat the odds." I
am afraid the odds will not be in his favor if
he continues to deceive himself about the
harmful effects of chewing tobacco .
How ironic that your article noted "after
taking a generous dip of his chewing tobacco, he described the many preventive measures he takes to remain healthy." What an
oxymoron! Do athletes not realize the significant health risk they take each time they
dip tobacco? They should heed the advise
of a former track star who at the age of 19
died of mouth cancer after six years of dipping tobacco: "Don’t dip muff."
Chewing tobacco, like cigarettes, contains nicotine which has been shown to be
as addicting as crack, heroin and cocaine, if
not maw so. Nicotine affects the heart and
blood vessels. It decreases blood circulation
to the hands and feet, increases heart rate
and blood cloning factor, all of which can
lead to clogging of the arteries, high blood
pressure, weakened heart and heart attack.
Chewing tobacco may also impair the
performance of many athletes. Nicotine
increases levels of antidiuretic hormone so
that the athlete may have increased water
retention and become heavier. This may
upset the sodium and potassium balance of
the body. Nicotine also acts to increase the
hormone glucagon which may trigger the
body muse up needed energy stores.
Thus, the athlete who chews may run
out of energy stares &ler. In severe cases,
wounds of ciwonic chewers may not heal as
quickly as those of nonusers.
Users of chewing tobacco are at risk for
developing gum ulcers, cavities, and cancers of the mouth, tongue, and palate.
Chewers also lose their teeth almost five
times as frequently as do nmusers.
I hope the first step taken towards preventive health for athletes who chew tobacco is to develop a plan to give up their
addiction.

Scott Moran
Senior
Public Relations

Kathleen Helsing, MPH
Health Educator
SJSU Student Health ServicesC

NEWS Room (408) 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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AND ANOTHER
Ted R. Comerford
THING ...
The sad acceptance of sexual harassment
is a-buzz over the 52-48
SJSU
United States Senate
confirmation of Clarence
Thomas.
Personally, I cannot understand why
the women of this nation are not up in
arms and marching to Washington, D.C.
to assassinate the senators who confirmed
him, including one cherished and beloved
senator from California
Clarence Thomas will, most assuredly,
set civil rights back decades, if not
centuries. I cannot understand it, but I do
believe it.
Women in the United States, indeed, all
over the world, are so oppressed by the
men in their lives that they are entirely
oblivious to the oppression.
During the past week, many women
from across the country were interviewed
on television regarding the Thomas
nomination and his alleged sexual
harassment of Professor Anita Hill.
Many of these women could not
understand why Professor Hill was
complaining. "If that’s sexual
harassment," said one woman from Texas,
"I sure would love some of that." A
woman from Indiana said, "That’s just the
way men are. (Hill’s) whining about
nothing."
In general, the way that men treat
women, both on the job and at home, is
disgusting. If you don’t think that sexual
harassment has infected our lives as
students, you need only to look as far as
the fraternity and sorority systems on

campus. Fraternities and sororities serve
to perpetuate antiquated and destructive
sex roles, and encourage and foster sexual
harassment on our campus.
During Fall Rush this year. I attended
several SJSU fratemity parties at several
different fraternity houses. Although the
themes of the parties differed from house
to house, the way that the fraternity men
treated the women there did not vary.
The women were joked about, teased
and humiliated, both in and out of their
presence. They were treated like slabs of
meat. They were denigrated and
humiliated by new initiates and long-time
members alike.
It took every ounce of strength that I
had to not strike out at these guys. At the
time, I was not sure why the women
allowed the fraternity men to get away
with treating them like chattel. I now
understand that it is expected by both the
men and the women, that abuse is
appropriate and expected behavior on the
pan of the fraternity men
When I was an active member of a
national fraternity at another university, I
witnessed the rape of a sorority pledge in
one of the bedrooms in our house.
Despite encouragement on the part of
the university administrators, she later
refused to press charges against the men
who raped her because she was afraid of
the publicity that would follow her on
campus. She was depledged from her
soronty over the incident.
We are all responsible for the way that

women are treated an our presence. II you
see ix hears woman being verbally or
physically attacked or abused, step in and
stop it.
If you are a member of a sorority, don’t
take the garbage that fraternity members
give you. You deserve much better.
I make this comment with the full
knowledge that the Greek system is
constructed to match elegible men with
elegible women. It is one of the oldest and
most respected matchmaking systems in
the nation. Even my parents met through
their respective Greek organizations.
This is not intended to paint the entire
Greek system with an all-inclusive brush.
There are many men who are exceptions
to what I have described here. Many of
them are the gay men who belong to
fraternities. If you feel that you do not fall
into the abuser category, then this may not
apply to you.
My intention is for everyone to look
closely at how women are treated, and
that attention is directed to the abuse, if
and when it occurs.
It is too late to stop the confirmation of
Clarence ’Thomas. It as not too lair,
however, to speak out about how you feel
about your precious constitutional rights
and what they mean to you. Do not wait
until you are raped to speak out. Do not
wait until you are wronged to put those
who oppress you on notice. It is never to
early to prevent abuse.
Ted N. Comerford Is a Daily staff writer
His mimosa appears every Thursday.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Fon= page. Contributions to the page we
encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at
large.
Any letter’ or column for the Forum page
must be turned in to the Leas= to die Editor
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, WLN
104, during office hours. Submissions may
also be mailed to the Forum Editor, the
Spartan Daily, department of mass communications, San Jose State University, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149. Articles and letters
mast contain the author’s name, phone nurn-

be, address, class standing and major (if a
student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted
on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disc
(Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited kw grammar, libel, spelling and length.
Categories available to non-laily staffers
we:
Campus viewpoint 300-500 word mays
on current campus, political or personal
issues. Submissions should he well
reseal:Ord
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Letters to the Editor Up to 200 words
responding to Spartan Deily articles, or calling attention to a particular issue or point of
view.
Reporters/Eilitors forum: Opinion pieces
written by Spartan Daily staff writersleditors
which do not necessarily represou the views
of the Spartan Duly, the depanniaa of mass
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Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces
which appear in the upper-left corner of the
forum page that are the maprity opinkin of
an editorial board comprised of Spartan
Daily editors
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Wartel Guide
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NAT’L STUDENT
SPEECH/LANGUAGE &
HEARING ASSOC.: -Comedy
Sportz" improv hmdraimr. 7:30 p.m.,
SC! 142, call 739-0681.
PEP.: National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week: GAMMA speaker’s
bureau, 7 prn., S.U.Ballroom;
Salvadoran Band, noon, S.U.
Amphitheater. call 924-5945.
DISABLED STUDENT
SERVICES: Demonstration of low
vision reading machines, 11 a.m..

ADM 110, call 924-6000.
ECONOMIC STUDENT
ASSOC.: Student/facully motet 2:30
p.m.,DMH call 280-1240.
CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: Creating a design
career, 1:10 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room; Interview preparation, 2 p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room, call 924-6033.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CLUB: Meeting, 11:30
SH 346,
call 944-0919.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Breast health clinic,
noon. HB 208,924-6119.

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study,
noon. S.U. Mantalvo Room, call
298-0204.
OHANA CLUB OF HAWAII:
General membership meeting, 6 p.m..
S.U. Almaden Room, call 998-9113.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker
Tim Day on "Frequency Stabilization
of Diode Laser," 1:30 p.m.. SH 251,
call 924-5245.
B.A.S.E.: Black Alliance of Scientist
& Engineer’s weekly meeting, 6 p.m.,
ENG 358, call 924-8791.
PHI CHI THETA: Guest speaker:
Joe Jordon, 6:30 p.m., S.U. Costanonan

Room, call 923-1476.
STUDENTS FOR LIFE:
Educational films. 4 pm.. S.U.
Montano Roan, call 365-0741.
ASLS: A.S. Leisure Services: Weight
Watchers on campus. ’Thursdays
through Jan. 9, noon; 3 -a-side
mtramural basketball league sign-ups,
through Friday, pick-up rosters at
Student Services (old cafeteria bldg.),
call 924-5961 or 924-5962.
ASPS: A.S. Program Board: Ma
Carnba ha,ai El Salvador pop rock
group, noon, S.U. Amphitheatre, call
924-6260.

Buckley

By Traci
Deguchl
Day guff wilier

Even after
everything Karen Buckley has gone
through in the past two months: a bike
accident, spending many days in a
coma and painful days of rehabilitation, she is most upset by the death of
ha guinea pig, Sophie.
During the time where Sophie was
left running free in Buckley’s San Jose
home, Buckley was only identified as
"Karen Doe" at San Jose Medical

Center’s tratuna unit.
Buckley’s appearance on campus
Tuesday was the first since she was
injured when she was hit while taking
a morning bike ride on Aug. 8. She
showed up at the department of journalism and mass communications to
confirm the classes she would be
teaching fix the spring wmester.
After arriving in San Jose from the
University of Ohio in late July,
Buckley was supposed to have begun
a new job teaching advatising, when
she answered an ad for an SJSU professor in the advertising trade magazine, "Advertising Age." But an unfortunate accident put a hold on her life
and teaching career.
Buckley remembers the day of the
accident as one that "didn’t make any
"I had left Sophie out of her cage,
and the back door unlocked," Buckley
said, "I wouldn’t do that if I wasn’t
going to be home."

Buckley also went on to say that
peculiar day she rode her bike further
than she normally would have and
more importantly, she had left ha helmet sitting on a table where she had
been working.
Buckley’s friend and all-around
helper who accompanied Buckley to
campus, Sue Millard of Morgan Hill,
was a fellow accident victim who had
been in a bike accident in 1488 and
realized the safety of wearing helmets.
"Most bike injuries end up with
cyclists landing on their heads,"
Millard said describing that she suffered from extensive internal injuries,
but ha head was saved by her helmet
As a fellow cycling enthusiast,
Millard became interested in
Buckley’s condition after hearing
about the similarities in their accidents
and wanted to help.
"I was very compassionate,"

’I hope you
diel hope
you die soon’:
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

SpartaGulde la a daily calendar available to SRO saidentA s1ty and shit 88110811zationa at
no chaqp. Deadline for submiaion: $ p,m. two days before paJaat.n. Fonts we available
at the Spartan Daily, WIN 101. lAnited spice may kxce recludng the Rumba et Imationa.

PHI ALPHA THETA: Panel
discussion "History aid educarion
current trends and
’ties," 3:30
DMH 150, c
5518.

Z24 ’f8
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOC.:
Friday prayers, 1 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 241-0850.
LDS STUDENT ASSOC: Cultural
awarenessHaiti, 12:30 p.m., LDS
Institute of Religion (7th & San
Fernando streets) call 286-3313.
ASLS: A.S. Leisure Service.: 3-a-side
intramural basketball league sign-up
deadline, pick-up rosters at Student
Services (old cafeteria bldg.). call 9245961 or 924-5962.

Ad professor recovers from bike crash, visits SJSU
Because of a
production
error. Part cf
this story didn
appea in
Wednesday’s
paper. Heir is
the story in us
entirety.

San lose State University

P.E.P.: National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week: Film festival, 10
S . U . Almaden Room, cell 9245945.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Shabbat dinner, 7:30 p.m., April’s
house, call 725-8269.

213 minus 310 quite a problem
LOS ANGELES (AP) In a
few weeks, nore than 2 million telephone customers in the 213 area
code will adopt a new 310 zone designation to become the fifth area
code in the Lxis Angeles area
"Five that’s the highest concentration of area codes anywhere in
the country. All of New York state
has eight," said Dan Smith,
spokesman for GTE California.
All that will be left of the 213
area is Hollywood, central Los
Angeles, Montebello and Maywood.
The 310 area will stretch along
the coast from Malibu to Santa
Monica, Marina del Rey, South Bay
cities and Long Beach. It will spread
inland as far as Whittier and include
Beverly Hills and Century City.
Last week, the Goodyear blimp
began flying over the South Bay area
with a public service announcement

Millard said. "I tried building contacts
to Karen and asked if she needed help.
I was committed to getting ha back
an her feet."
Millard described the time she
spent helping Buckley with her recovery by liking ha to get yogurt in the
cafeteria to pizza picnics outside.
"She has been my guardian angel,"
Buckley said.
Buckley and Millard discussed
their stories of recovery and the hard
anotiions which linger after a traumatic accident.
Buckley has spent the past two
weeks in rehabilitation at South Valley
Ranch rehabilitation in Gilroy, but for
row, she is searching for an independent rehabilitation after ha next evaluation.
"I feel exceptionally well,"
Buckley said. "I’m astounded that I’m
as well as I am."

of the area code change. In acklition,
30,000 pencils with the new area
code were being distributed to
school children.
Business and government services woe scramble* to reprogram
their telephone systems, advertise
new fax machine numbers, reset
home axnpuzas and speed dialers as
well as cis new letterheads.
In the past, new area codes have
been added because of population
spurts.
But this time, the culprit is technology
fax machines, personal
computers and cellular
The change goes into effect Nov.
2, but there will be a six-month
grace period when inconectly dialed
numbers will be put through. After
that, errant callers will be greeted by
a recording giving the new area

...a, ....
..
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Lillian Hellman " the 1.1111t.
AO II
Revenge. Suspense. Laughter. Rage. It’s all
part of what you’ll find at
San Jose Repertory Theatre. A spectacular array
of classic and contemporary theatre makes
this season our best ever.
It not the movies. It’s not IV. Its live theatre.
Exciting, dynamic and entertaining.
You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll scream, you’ll sigh but first you have to subscribe!
But subscribe now. Because with your order,
we’ll send you a certificate for one
free entree at Eulipia Restaurant
when you buy an entree for yourself.
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By Lillian
Ilellman
October 13November 9
Masterful
American
lussic.
Sponsored
by Conner.

OW, wandmother .lortui

By Walton
Jones
Oct ember 8
January .5
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By Noel
coward
March I 5 April II
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By Henrik
Ibsen
May 17June’ 13
!looming
hoot still
master.
piece.

TWO WA I TO SUBSCRIBE
ULI. SLASON
SUBSCRIPTION
From $53
See all five plays and save
21% off the full ticket
price! lour aildt.d
perfonnances to
each show. !
Benefits include
guaranteed
esetved seats,
new one-hour
ticket exchange
privileges and
much more!

STUDENT
NEW!
SUBSCRIPTION
From $38
SAVE 52%
The Rep is offering all
students with a valid
.flident I D a season
ticket for the low price
of $38, (regular price
e. $80 ) See all live
plays and save off the
full ticket price
Receive all subscriber
benefits, plus the free
entree at Eulipia
SUBSCRIBE
j NOW!

The Message Center
PACIFICOBELL

For A Free Full Color lesson Brochure. Call

408/291-2255
ORDFR NOW ti DINE AT EULIPIA FOR FRI II

Call 1-800-427-7715 and press extension 320, by October 31, to receive your free t-shirt.
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Comeback win for SJSU
Down two games,
Spartans rally to
beat Santa Clara

See COMEBACK, Page 6

A small matter of revenge to spice
up SJSUFresno State soccer clash
By Mkhael Monaghan
Daily staff will=
All Jim Bautista wanted to do was
play soccer for the Fresno State
University. But after being promised a
shot at the team, he was told by
Fresno’s coach that he couldn’t even
try out, much less play, for the
Bulldogs.
Now Bautista plays for the
Spartans and he sees tonight’s game
against Fresno State as a chance for
revenge. The Spartan.’ s will play the
Bulldogs at Fresno State at 7 p.m.
Bautista said he came to SJSU for
its soccer program, which wasn’t fully
developed at the time. Bautista knew
Spartan forward Scott Wiebe from
high school, and Wiebe introduced
turn to the Spartan team.
Ironically, Bautista wants to eventually transfer to Fresno State to earn a
Master’s degree in physical therapy
because SJSU doestt’t offer the program. Ultimately, he would like to see
himself as a trainer on a professional
Warn.
The number of losses on the young
Spartan soccer team has lowered
morale somewhat
"I want to at least score," Bautista
said simply.
"I feel I could be doing better. I
haven’t played my best game yet,"
SJSU midfielder Spencer Belideau
said. According to Belideau, the team

By Pete Boren
Nth/ staff wooer
Moments before Tuesday night’s
match, SJSU head volleyball coac.h
John Corbelli shared a kiss with the
opposing coach.
Don’t worry, the rival coach was
his wife Laune, who is the head
coach of the Santa Clara University
squad. But after the kiss, the
Corbellis were all business and so
were their respective teams.
The Broncos, playing at home,
took the first two games 15-12 and
15-13 before watching the Spartans
battle back with three straight wins
15-11, 15-4 and 15-10 to take the
match.
"I wasn’t too disappointed to be
down 2-0 because we never backed
down," John Corbelli said.
It was a grueling match which
seemed to last longer than the
Clarence Thomas Hearings, though
it officially ran two hours and 40
minutes.
In the first game, SJSU started
out playing with authority, taking a
5-3 lead on a strong front-row play
by Dawnis Wilson and Jennifer
Gross. But Santa Clara fought its
way back behind the outside hating
abilities of Lia Young.
The Broncos scored seven unanswered wens to take a 10-5 advantage. The Spartans could never fully
recover from this turn of events and
the Broncos went on to a 15-12 victory.
Santa Clara carried this momentum into Game 2 of the match, taking a 3-0 advantage at the outset.
SJSU had seen enough of this, and

SPORTS
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is getting increasingly better, but the
team needs to get used to playing with
each other.
Midfielder Paul Whittle also said
he feels he hasn’t played his best pine
yet, but said defeating Cal State
Fullerton on Saturday was an important victory.

The FICSIO State Bulldogs are currently ranked No. 7 in the nation, with
a record of 4-1 in the Big West
Conference and 9-2-2 overall. The
Simms only recently scored a victory
in the conference, 4-2 against Cal
State Fullerton, and are now 1-5 in Use
Big West and 5-7 overall

1 0%STUDENT DISCOUNT
at
PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER

Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair
’ Wheel Alignment
’ Front End Rebuilding
’Shock Absorbers

CompleteBrake Service
"Wheel Balancing
’Used & New Tires

299 Keyes St. San Jose

294-3240

S.U.PR.O.
(Student Union Programs)
and the Associated Students
Program Board
Multicultural/Classical Committee
proudly present

YOLOCA

BA ITA
from El Salvador

TAKE TIIE s-rEp
TowARus A CAREER IN

Irak Sakbrnann

Daily staff pholographer

SJSU senior Dawnis Wilson digs the ball in the Spartans’ volleyball match against Santa Clara Tuesday. SJSU won 3-2.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
* Excellent Salary & Benefits
* Diversity & Challenge
* Public Service
* fob Security

"A remarkable blend of pop,
rock and ethnic music using
both modern and ancient

John
Bessa
Daily news
editor

The holeshot
from Hell
riding dirt bikes, and!
Ilike
was feeling competitive, so!
entered a motorcycle race
Sunday called a Hare
Scramble.
Aside from the stupid name, 90degree heat, Mt. St. Hellenic dust
and Walkman-size mosquitoes, it
was a rewarding and fulfilling
experience.
Everything was going well about
10 seconds into the race. I took the
holcshot (the lead) and tore into the
first corner in perfect control.
While patting myself on the back
for my excellent starting skills, my
Yamaha’s front end washed out and
I ended up face -first in the soft,
loamy ground of the Hollister Hills
motorcycle park grand pnx track.
After a quick remount, I caught
up with my friend Mau and we
worked our way up through the
pack. He responded with a few
crashes of his own, the most
impressive one coming when he
pinned the throttle straight at a cliff
disguised as a jump and launched
his bike and body off the track and
into a pile of dirt.
After the motocross portion of
the 10-mile circuit, the course led
into the mountains up what the
promoters called "trails."
One trail was the size and shape
of a creek, although it was filled
with dust instead of water. We
coughed and choked on the
powdery stuff until the meathead
blocking the trail got out of the way.
Malt’s bike turned into a
250-pound paper
weight after this
segment of the course,
which he pushed around until he
was near death. He eventually
rolled down into another area of the
park, found some water, and
collapsed into a lump of Jell -0.
I continued down more trails.
One was a ditch the size of a rain
guuer, descending a cliff disguised
as a cliff.
I crashed here a few times,
leaving small portions of my body
each time. The guy stationed on the
hill to warn people of downed nders
said he was tired of watching me,
and promised to exclude this evil
segment next time.
After two hours of torture, I
finished my fourth lap, taking ninth
place Out of 20 in my class. I was
tired, couldn’t walk and had every
orifice in my body packed with dirt,
where it stayed until the next
morning when I was awake enough
to take a shower.
Can’t wait till next time.
This is John Bessa’s only column

PLANNING A TRIP?
A short walk could save you lots of money
Discount FaresAvailable with S.J.S.U. I.D.
MTh

C-MOR TRAVEL
Land -Air -Sea

111Wolle
82 S. Almaden Ave.
San Jose, Ca. 95113
Next to Greyhound Bus Depot
_

1kr%
Alari

instruments...extraordinary!"
ONE TEST - MANY CHOICES
Sponsored by lb Cum% Costa Law
Enforcement Agencies
No application form or fees required
ACT NOW MAKE YOUR
RESERVATION TODAY - CALI,
October 19 lhablo Valley College
(51(1)685 1230, Fu 338
October 26- Contra Costa College
(510)235 7800, Ext. 207
November 9 Los Medanos College
(510)439-2181, Ext. 228

(408) 294-5000

- S.F. Examiner

FREE- TO DAY NOON TO 1 PM
STUDENT UNION
AMPHITHEATRE

IS YOUR

COMMUTE
DRIVING
YOU CRAZY?

t Altrans,. your on campus commute planning service, we
liave a cure for what driving and parking can do to your sanity.
With information on transit front all nine Bay Area counties, we

WHO SAID
YOU CANT GET
STUDENT MD?

can get you from home to school to work and back again, no
matter where you live, without your car. Well plan your
commute for you, down to each detail, and give you a FREE
County Transit day pass.

AlTrans

YOLIE AITIISNAIIS’l IRANSIOSIAIR IN silt 1)110N
Come make the switch at Washington Square Hall 115 or call 924.5467
Funded hy the S.ISlr )11 ice of Tr it iic and Folo rip

990 COLOR COPIES
As many
COMPS
as you want
990 Color Copies
Regularly $2.50
coupon per customer.
Not valid with any other offer and only at this location.
Expires 10/31/91

One

kinkool

the copy center
WE’VE

There are times when being able to get the answer isn’t
enough. Sometimes, like midterms, understanding the
question and recognizing the solution becomes more a
matter of speed. Working with Schaum’s Outlines
prepares you for the rapid recognition of problems and
solutions. The more problems you solve and the more
ways you see how to solve the problem, the more
confidence and ability you will bring with you to
your exam.

MOVE ID

93 E. San Carlos (Across from McDonald’s) 295-4336
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4
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Hand-held radar
guns banned by
Connecticut police
MERIDEN, Conn. (AP) - State police,
concerned about a possible link between
hand-held radar guns and cancer, have banned
the use of the devices.
The move is believed to be the first of its
kind by a state agency.
Just hours after the state police announcement Thesday, police chiefs in Bristol and
Waisted banned the use of dashboard-mamted radar guns. A ban on hand-held units
already is in effect in the Windsor Locks and
Rocky Hill police deparunents.
State troopers will continue to use radar to
catch speeders, but only units that have a
transmitter mounted on the outside of cruisers, said Adam Berluti, a state police
spokesman.
In Bnstol, there will be no radar-assisted
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SjSU WEATHER: TODAY - Continued cooler but mostly sunny. Highs in
m7l-70s. TOMORROW- Morning low clouds becoming mostly sunny. Highs in 70s.
a
the pope in 1980, Marcal de Sousa
Guarani tribesman, was gunned down by
three hired killers two years law. His daughter, Edna Silva, 42, carried a letter to John
Paul from 32 indigenous nations.
"Nothing has changed," she said. "The
Indian people are still being decimated, not
by colonialism but by multinational projects,
by mining, hunger and poverty."
The Roman Catholic church has blamed
the government for bringing Brazilian Indians
to the verge of extinction - front 5 million in
the 16th century to 220,000 today.
The pope told the delegation: "I have
heard with great pain the news about violations of your nghts, motivated by greed and
private interests ....
"I ask God to illuminate those responsible
(in the government) to find wise and responsible solutions for these shameful situations,"
he said.
Many in the delegation wore T-shirts with
the names of murdered tribesmen and the daie
of their death. They held a large banner that
read: "Punishment for the Muniaers."
Before meeting the Indians at the halfway
point of his 10-day trip to Brazil, the pope
held Mass for 150,000 people in the capital of
Maio Grosso state, which borders the world’s
largest wetland - the Pantanal. It’s an area of
immense rain forests ravaged by fires set by
gold prospectors or land-hungry ranchers.
Brazil has tned to improve its image as it
prepares to host the 1992 U.N. Conference on
Environment and Development. While a has
taken some measures to slow indiscriminate
bumings arid land invasion, it has also lashed
back at international groups seeking to peethe world’s largest rain forest.
Until recently, the government has resisted
"debt for nature" proposals that would forgive
part of its S120 billion foreign debt - the
largest in the developing world - in
exchange for keeping tracts of the Amazon
untouched.
"For Brazil, environmental protection is
first and foremost the right (to) and protection
of life," the pope said in a speech before an
esplanade carved out of a gold-prospecting

C.onnecouit Stale Police Uruan.
Kowalczyk announced the state police ban
Tuesday to about 150 police officers who
were attending a seminar at the Municipal
Police Training Academy in Menden to discuss the potential health hazards of using
radar.
Thomas R. Malcolm, an 18-year veteran
of the Windsor Locks Police Departrnan, uild
the group he developed a malignant tumor
after years of resting his radar gun between
his legs.
"Nobody ever gave me a warning,"
Malcolm said. "Nobody ever said don’t put it
between your legs. Nobody ever said don’t
leave it on. For 14 years I kept the gun
between my legs. My life has been hell for
two years. I don’t want any of you to go
through what I went through."
"I believe in traffic radar," said state
Trooper Gary Poynter of Ohio, a union representauve who has studied the issue for three
years. "It is the most important and costeffective tool we have for speed enforcement.
All we’re saying is ga the antenna outside the
speeding enforcement until the existing
equipment is replaced or adapted for use outside police vehicles, Police Chief Anthony
Vastola said.
’The feeling here is to err on the side of
caution until more is known about the issue,"
said Berluti. "The whole situation is still
under review. A lot of feedback says they ar
no more dangerous than a microwave."
The state police ban was ordered after
three municipal police officers filed workers’
compensation claims in August saying they
developed cancer in their daily exposure to
radiation from hand-held radar guns.
Officers in Ohio, Florida and California
have filed similar claims.
Connecticut’s two largest police unions
have lobbied since April for police departments to ban the use of hand-held radar guns,
which are believed to be more dangerous than
other models because the transmitter is only
inches from the officer’s body.
’The department has realized that there is
a potential health hazard, and that pleases us,"
said Robert J. Kowalczyk, president of the

Et Pope warns
against destroying
the environment
CIJIABA. Brazil (AP) - Amazon Indians
met with Pope John Paul II on Wednesday
and told him of the murderous onslaught on
their land and lives that has brought them
close to extinction.
FlIfilef in the day, John Paul wa-ned Brazil
to take better are ci as land, equating preaeryawn of the environment with the right to
life.
A delegation of 160 Indians brought an
open letter criticizing government delays in
marking off reservauons and denouncing 141
murders of Indians since the pope first visited
Brazil in 1980.
One of the Brazilian chiefs who addressed

NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned arid
Nriers - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETII
Enroll MOM For brochure see
AS Office or
Call 8004355-3225.
Ill DONORS HEEDED to help
Infertile couples achieve pregnan
cy. The Fertility ancl Reproductive
Heath Institute of Northern Confer.
nle is recruiting women 18 35 to
donate eggs. Requires testing 2
hours daily for approxintataly Two
weeks. Egg donors are compensated financially for their time Cell
Saundra at (408) 358.2500.
MARE A DIFFERENCE In the ilfe of
a frientely111 parson Volunteer
your frlerelehip 3 hours per week
TreinIr( Is provided
Call 436.0608
$1.000,000 MEDICAL/NEALE(
Insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of Csolfornis
Rates es km as $20 per month
For brochure, cii
(408) 252 73(5)
VOLUNTEER LEADERS PIEEDIU) for
Inns! City chodren / youth
Serve with Cityteam Ministries.
Youth outreach in bible clubs,
tutoring. disciplesnip
Hours flexibis Bernie Ashby
(4081 998 4770
AFRICAN CONNECTION bookstore
Books. smell,’ cords games etc
483 So. Bascom re Seri Jose, Ca
CAIN FOR COLLIDE Scnoterstilp
Quest has over 300,000 sources
of available college cash Our per.
ensiled Finencel Penning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Cell fore free copy
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your Schor
//ship Chances’ 408 7338226
ARE YOU APPLYING TO GRADUATE 116110011 The Princeton
Pre-Elusl.
Review seeks
ness end other prospective Wear
ate students Interested in takir a
FREE LSAT. GMAT or GRE deco»
tic men Cell (4081 2669674 to
make your reservation Call Todayl
"MR. BLUE 111111131" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & ccc
dolpholus etc I on hand now Spe.
clal money making/saving Wen for
wrote’s. Rats groupe Get brein
food/body rebuilding items from
Vlidor In 511 211 or eh*. Man 196
PO We 9. s / CA 95103 Pere
408 4928827 Free yeast self test
OPEN MOLE
On, put God to the test and see
how hifX1/4e Is!
Honor your feet end mother
have a long good
that you
Ifs
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must nOi steal
You Mule net Ile
You must not be veep
5 Chi PO Boo 160315
Cupertino, CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
55 CHVY SPRINT 5sp. 96 k ml
1 owner OW gas mig
cr rrnpact 81999/o b o
Call Ind’ 914-3243
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Instience Service
Special Student Programs
Serving S1SU for 20 years

’Greet Rates for Good Dawes’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drives’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Mortice’
CAL/ TOWN
298-5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9.2
SEIZED CARS, Woks. boats,
4 wheeler*, motprhomes. by FBI,
IRS, DEA Moller* yore area now
Call 805 682.7555 Ext. C.1255.

COMPUTERS
IBM 281312 COMPATIDUE mono
sys 1mb RAM, 1 44 drive. 40 mb
HD. mono monitor. warranty plus
sofeares $700 /o b o Must sell
Fells 8792623

MEEK
DELIA GAMMA MAKE A SPLASH
for sight preservation Good luck
With the day’s vents Love A PHI
DIEM ZETA -TRAPIRS for a great
time at your TYS Lou,, The men of
Alpha Tau Omega

FOR SALE
ENTENTAINMIXT ’192 - 2-41.
coupon books 4 dining, movies,
spats A travel Greet gifts & good
4 students $35 Brian 2433497

PERSONAL

mln to Campus. Prater Education /
Psych. major Call 295-2340, ask
for Aker

MODE, SEARCH 51 Cownooalften
Intrnstionel modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion, print and
Tv. commercial work For free eve
ustion: Cell 374-8090

2 1011161 / 2 SAN AP?. $770.
820 a no. A 1 Bdrm/1 bath apt:$ACO s mo 12 mu lease Walk or
ride bike to school. 780 S 11th
street Laundry facilites, security
bidig, Cab* CO avail. Remodeled.
very clean. Call my, 288.9157

II stimoriassan NATIONWIDE
Your ?reentry, sorority, or other
campus group can earn bliMseen
$500$1000 in less then 7 days
You pay absolutely nothing
Cell 1.600,7362077 Est 3
POP SYSTEM has job openings
In Nigh-teat compute Industry
E canon( oPportunity for greduet Ire
marketing majors, or any
vaduatIrg senior Cali
(408)9440301 for interest in s
foil-tine Or pert time account
crecutrye position open
P/T FLEX. HRS. Special event
staff. $6.hr 18. yrs. No asp nec
Call Stanford OPS. 415 7234928.
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per! Applications seceded M-F
2 30-5 00 1235 ernes"! Pew,
Sunnyvale, 245.2911 Conveniently loaned off liwy 101 A Lawrence
Expwy See you soon!

REC/P.L OR CRIED DEV/ED
MAXIMO Smart Wood Schools is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
BM COMPATIBLE NOTEI1006
our 9 preschool 1612 twits (CE
preferred) end 12 savories
Laptop cOmpUler with modem /
trec/P E units o k I programs We
printer Cell Steve 377 5541 ty
here both full-Time and part time
message $900 o b 0 Must sell,
Posrtions Flexible hours available
Our content re win 6am to 8 pm
E *per lence preferred but not
STOP MUSSER*. RAPISTS. or .4
required Cell 257.7321E
glee in their tracks. Instantly so4
and legal Money back guarantee
9 00 a m to 6:00 p m 288 tat IN
START $7 11.00 POI NOW
Day- ssora Grave eons R/Pt
Weed’, Per
Securtty/Fleception/He tech
Excellent benefits
MANASER-APAR TMENTS (9
Credit union Medical Irvsurwre
$300 per mo -Rent credit on 3
No Experience Required
bdrm apt 2 blocks to campus
Inonecilat teener*
Collect/deposlt rent checks A
Apply Sam 5pm, Mori Fri
clean up or
a "reek Call 244.
Venguard Securrty Services
2485 for an interview Ref
3212 Scott Bel Santa Clore
Required Easy work Good money)
drew San lorries Exp / Olson)

JAPANESE ’TUDOR& Reduced
rent in exchange for teaching
owner Japanese, Rent master
bedroom 1 block horn Light Rail
51512 10 min. say Includes
kItchen & w/d. $350 /rno 1/3
utilities 277-3367 or 2988182
All, for Chris

SR. SIPS. AO / MAJOR Sy partner,
liclortY Position. start-up in
local service bus.
Call Krell, 408 8234248
IAMB ABLATION SALES
110, HOUR.
Gwent’s]
weekends
Green Munn Lawn Service
2490556
COMPUTER
TAIL SALES- Werrt
to hers fun 011ie still maintaining
yoa school schedule Aget pard
for It too? Then you will be sled to
know that Computerese, the
oqiinel and beet Mec software /
hardy** reset., has immediate
PT Wes openings at MN
Syffirrfylika store Candkletes must
be highly Mac Menne Dulles
include cashiering, product demos,
and customer support Cover War
A resume to Personnel,
ComputerWare MOO W Bayshore
Be, Polo Alto, CA 94303

NANNY PANTO FOR LOU eaT0111
family with two chlidren Chilocer
end light house cleaning dutes on
fleslble schedule Room. board &
salary, Cell 356.5815

HOUSING
ROOMMATE 1WINTED Rent
$21250 2 boi 2 bath share
room 148 E
Galeria,
Apt, Contact Ben King 5114108
210/1111A NOOSE Ws* to
compos Step, updated ben A
kitchen w/Jenneir, OW. Retro&
Formal DR. basernant. off street
penal Call 354 5405

aroma APARTMENTS
2 be 1 be Starting at $750 /not
Free basic cable TV Security weer
ground pelting Sun deck OBQ
area $100 oft last months rent
5783 5th St Kris 29541893 or
Bob 377 3353 Lowe message
PRIX ROOM BOARD In
escnenge for pert time chlid cam
lip, Pal& light house work 10

row 621 E Campbell Ave 017.
Compere, Ca11.408 379.3500.
Gwen, Trish or Mortice.
Registered Eiectroicgists

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE
munirly publication serving
entrepreneurs krtr lady 4 articles
Sample copy $2 year $12
PO Box 7010 Von hops.CA
914097010

REPCISSEISED a ES Feeeelesed
homes available at below market
velum, Fantastic savings! You
repair Also SAL bailout properties Call 805 6827555
Est 14-1513

COMPUTEREATI.
.0* cost owing service
FREE brochure PO Box 812112.
SI CA 95161 1112
800 423.9199
Agents ~led

BEICTOOLY5S5 CENCI Unwanted
hair removed forever. Specialist.
Confidential, Ibur awn sterile
probe or disposab*.
Cal 247-74011,
335 S. Bayse000 Ave Sin to..

SERVICES
RESUMES RESUMES
Cow letters end essays
High Quality, reasonable rates
Dose to SSW
Call Paul 406 998-0538

2 SPAM. 268Th $750 Free cab*
Secured panting Quiet ideal for 4
students 411r & WillIam,, 9470603

warms,

RESEARCII SERVICES.
All subjects Peer, Mess awe
omen. assistance Qualified volt
ars Eating Resumes
Work guaranteeo Reasoname
Berkeley (4151841 5036

STATE MOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bdrm / 2 bath start $765 Fres
basic cable TV. Security Gees
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
508 5 111h St
Call Dan 295-5256 or
Steve 7290290
Leave message.

SLAIN TO FLY!
All levels, privet* through
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory filge for $35 00
Cell km at 14081 7233146
for details

LE NEW 1 MR APTS.
Bright & Wry
with AIR. OW, AC Gated parking.
Intercom. laundry
Two roommates 0 It
Rent $685$850
Also rent monthly perking only
Quiet. nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
297-4705

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
Cruiseships Students also needed cNistinas. Spring and Somme,
for Amusement Park emplowneot
Cali 805 682 7555 Eat F-166
WHINE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe. U S?
Make your Christmas pier’s roe
Cell for Po airtareS
408 997 36.47 Anent,

WORDPROCESSINQ
ATTENTION GRADE
Let me assist you WM your
Masters thesis/proitect
Preparation Expertise on
ARS/Turebian formats A Grid
Office require/nen!, Will Edit
grammar. punctuation. SentenCe
structure (former English melon
Word Perfect & HP Laser
Mbar Glen area Call Mrs Morton
286.9448 deity 8-8

50% DISCOUNT en all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye liner- Eyebrows Lips- Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 12-25.91
Cali Trish at 408 379.3500
Hair lode Gone Tomorrow
821 E Campbell Am. /17
Campbell. CA 95008

LOST & FOUND
FOUND SONY PULLOUT STEREO?
Lost 98-7070.
with black case, Friday at
Sweeney Hall
WW1:EASE iiPLEASE.PLEASEIlli
Call 225.1552,
Rewere Newenll

MARIE TT ALE PERMANENT HAIR
Ill MOVAL Stop shertnarvaxing.
tweezing or using chemicals Let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair Beck. Chest. Lip.
Bikini. Chin. Tummy. etc Students
& faculty 15% discount 1st sept
1/2 price tf made before Deem
ter 25M Hair Today Gone Tornor

KW WANTED

DESIONVIS for (1) Static 25661M
RAM. (2) Video Dynamic RAM for
WilPhics 4 5 yrs experience
415 9661939

Five correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today.
One to two - Where have you
been?

oSJSUHowin local
many parking spaces exist at
parting garages?
Which two European countries
Wednesday announced a common
defense initiative that could lead to a
European armed fare?
Why did excess smoke from the
cafeteria hamburger grill avoid clouding the Student Union?

o

What raised stock a a Japanese
dairy food producer?
What could be outlawed if the state
Baud of Forestry passes emergency
regulations?
ANSWERS: I) 6,498 spots. 2) France and
Germany. 3) A new exhaust system was
zetalled ml Medi Use midi smoke to We rod.
4) The company announced it ducovered a
substance that
MDS-adecled cells NI a Net
tube_ 5) Clear -wane of ancient foram

Edited by Corey Trendder
Spourt Dady Assistant News Eintor

Fax: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

POSTAL 1086 AVAILABLE!
Many positions Great benents.
Ceti 805 682.7555 En P 3310.

OVERSEAS 30111/1 81100.112009.
Per. mu. 84211411er. Yr nand. All
countries, *0 fields. Free into
Wale IX, PO. Box 52.CA03,
CcrtOne Del MW. CA 921325

QUIZ

NEWS

MCA

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Perspiring profusely in l0 -degree heat,
John Paul said: -The pope has not cane as
the pioneers of yore or as today’s prospalors
looking for gold. He has cane to bless and
spread the good word to the people who came
or were born in such large numbers on this
land"
The Pantanal swamplands have until
recently been unspoiled, with about 650
species of birds, 230 types of fish and an
array of rare mammals and reptiles. The
repeat’s delicate ecology was long protected
by its remoteness but it is today endangered
by exploitanon, development and greed.

OIPERIDIC113) WORD Processors,
familiar with ARX/Tureblen
formats Science and English
Pews our specialty Free spell
arreck/starge Low-cost editing
and graphics Resumes and other
services available
Mesterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia 2510649

.AAA111 EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing!!
Resumes, term paws theses.
etc Grad & xddergred. heellable
days (ens. A weekends by spell
IBAI Comp / Laser prints.
Cell Arne 9724992

TYPING

WOROPROCE86016
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 226.1459

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gins the best grade
Good spelling and gramme
also help. Let this
Engle’, teacher assist
you in Improving your
G PA. Foreign students
welcome Call Barbers
at WRITE/TYPE1408) 29674311

TWO SIAM FROM CAMPUS
next to OrInel Joe’s.
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$1 50.92.00 page.
Macintoth laser print
Notes, pews, letters,
flyers, resumes, etc. Free editing.
Darman’, Business Center
325S 1st St let Fl 2830700

AFFORDABLE EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers
Meats. group Papers. resumes,
letters, theses. isserprinter,
etc All formes plus ARE.
Spertcheck, punctuation/ grammar
assistance. All work guaninteedr
Call PAM 247.2881. Ben 8an
for wary free professional
dependable service

TYPINI1 / WORDP*0011511101411
From $2 per page
Free pickup / artery on campus
Phone 408 3382279
EXPERIENCED AFFORDABLE
Term papers. Theses, manuscripts
Inc Cell One 111111410311.

WORD arroessaiaa
Friendly
home typist using Word Perfect &
CALL MARSHA 2669448 for word Laser printer Near Bollinger & De
processing wrth Word Perfect 5 1 Ann Blvd 12 years legal 61006
awl HP Lawn Specialize eating. ence Suzanne 4465658
vernmar, sentence structure.
formatting (SPA. Turablan. MLA).
Can also eat your 5 1/4 disk in V/P
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION!
CALL EDP SERVICES!
50/5.1 or ASCII Assistance with
all phases of thesis, term paper, &
Reports ARE Tasman
reauMe preparation ESL students
resumes. letters & more
welcome. V8110.1 Glen area
Postscript Lamar.
Affordable, accurate. & fast!
Hours 8 30 em 7 00 pm
WWI TIM BEST
Cell Erelyn 27041314
IS ALL YOU NEEDI
Papers Typed
ass( Printer
CALL ENDA TODAY
Sped Check
for experienced. professional,
11 90 pp end
wordProonsing Theses. term
E ven,ng 4 weekend apPtS
papers, group projects. etc
Bar r yesse /Evergreen
All formats including APA
7544565
Quick return
Transcription services eyelet:re
Almaden / Brenham area
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Phone 2644504
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, Ant &
Turablan Desktop Publishing
QUALM’ TYPING SERVICE
Great( Design & Layout
term Peers, Metes, resumes
Laser Output
letters, reports All formats
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Steno series Pick up end delivery
iiIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
for largo jobs 20 years
Near Oeltring Mall 2246395
experience MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 sm to 8 om, at 251.8775

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DiCICHDOODODOCIDOODDIDOCHDOEIDOOODOE
DDOODECIEJEIDOODEJEICIECCIODDEJOECIOODE
OCIECOCEICIODEIDOCHDOODEIDOIDEJECIODOIDO
EHDOODOEICIOOEICIODODEIDECOODOOODEDE
Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Doy

Two
Days

3

Please check
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

news Four
Days Days

Rye
Days

Address

CityrSten

3111195

$500 $600

$700

$800

$900

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$1000

5 lines

$700 $800

$900

$1000 $11 00

6 lines

$800 $900

$100051100 $1200

Each additional line $1 00
Each addtional day 5)00

SEMESTER RATES, ALL

ISSUES

5 9 lines $70 00 1 10 14 hnes $9000
15. 191ines $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

_

Computers
For Sale

Phone

Greek

(

_

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San loss State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
ciai.owiii desk located ,nside Wahiquis! Caen Nan ’02
Fres Defoe Pubeabon
on cancelled ads

Announcements
_ AutornObve

lip

le Deadly,* Two
Consecutive publications dates only No refunds

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personal

_

Services

__ Sono
Trevei
_Wordprooessing
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COMEBACK: SJSU beats Santa Clara
Front Page 4
initiated a sconng run of their own.
Rebecca Shubin went on a killing
spree, connecting on three successful
spikes which highlighted a streak of
eight straight Spartan points.
But once again, the SJSU lead
would not hold up. The Broncos
scored* 15-13 win.
The Broncos were poised to go in
for the kill in Game 3, but it was SJSU
that did most of the killing. The
Spartan jumped On to a 12-4 advoitage.
But the Spartans rested on their
lead and the Broncos closed within
14-11. Leslie Page put a halt to the
Santa Clara comeback with a tough
block that gave the Spartans a 15-11
victory.
The first two games were close;
we were just about there," Page said
"We just needed that httle extra to get
past them."
The Spartans continued to get that
"lithe extra" in the fourth game, as the
squad’s front -row players began to
really establish themselves. Shubin,
Gross, Wilson and Mindy Czuleger
either blocked or killed nearly everything hit at them.
Such play resulted in a convincing
15-4 win.
This set the scene for the deciding
fifth game. SJSU opened this contest
with a short-lived 2-0 lead behind the
play of Shubin and Wilson. Young and
her Santa Clara teammates then scored
four of the game’s next five points to
gain a 4-3 advantage.
The two teams battled back and
forth from there, with the lead changing three times before the Spartans

took a narrow 10-9 lead SJSU refused
to relinquish this advantage and would
go ono win the match 15-10 cm a perfectly placed kill by Gross.
"It’s probably one of our best
matches of the year," John Corbel!’
said.
Spartan setter Jennifer Liston had
one of her better individual games,
too. She finished with a game-high 81
assists.

Wilson finished with 32 kills for
SJSU, also a game high, and teammate Gross finished second with 25.
Santa Clara (11-9) has now
dropped 17 matches in a row to the
Spartans (6-7).
When asked if his wife would
make him sleep outside after the
Spartan win, John Corbelli said "I
don’t think so, (both teams) played
well."

Corbellis survive another
round of cross-town rivalry
By John Viers

Daily staff wnter

A We of the Roses was fought
between husband and wife, John
and Laurie Corbelli, at the SJSUSanta Clara volleyball game
Tuesday night
John Corbelli, head coach of the
SJSU women’s volleyball team, has
been married to Laurie Corbelli,
head coach of the Santa Clara
women’s volleyball team, for five
and a half years. They had their fast
child, Rachel Liaise, in May.
They met in 1979 while both
were members of the U.S. National
Team.
John and Laurie Corbelli are Use
only husband and wife to serve concurrently as tand coaches of NCAA
Division I volleyball programs in
the country.
The Spartans defeated the

Broncos 3-2 in the first Corbelli vs.
Corbelli match in October of last
year. Round 2 of Corbelli vs.
Corbelli was a nail-biting game.
SJSU cane back from a 2-0 deficit
to win three games to two.
Both John and Laurie try not to
bring work home but they do have
some brief conversations on volleyball. "I’ll bring a few things from
home with me, and he’ll bring a few
things home," Laurie said.
After the second match between
the Corbellis. Laurie was noticeably
disappointed.
"We probably won’t talk much.
It will be brief and that’s fine with
me," Laurie said after the game.
"It is never a comfortable situation," John said. "You wish the best
for the other team, but at the same
time you want your team to its best.
I want her to do well and she wants
me to do well."

Men golfers nab second again
By Dede Reis

Datly staff vmier

list SJSU men’s golf team finished
second behind Oregon and ahead of
Stanford at the University of the
Pacific’s 19th annual Robertson Homes
Collegiate Invitational held Oct. 14 and
15.
11ry played great," Spartan head
golf coach Dick Schwendinger said.
"We’ve been second (in) two tournaments in a row."
Bob Jacobson, a junior, finished tied
for fourth place with Jeff Lyons from
Oregon.
Sal Eruiquez, a senior and the team

captain, tied for ninth place with Scott
Petersen from Colorado and ’Thomas
Ljung from Pacific.
"Both are very strong Division I
players," Schwoidinger said. They’re
pretty close, neither one is ever much
ahead of die other."
Schwendinger added dal die tournament was well run.
"I coukkil have asked for more," he
said. ’The demeanor was good and,
most importantly, everyone contributed."
It was a very warm day at Pacific,
which is in Stockton, Schwendinger
said, making the 36 holes the team
played from 9 a.m. until dark all the

440 6161111110.4.141011111140#4
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FACILITIES: Plumbers overworked
From Front Page
without anything happening, catch up
on what you need to do," he said,
"then it seems like all hell breaks
kx kW. "
Some departments have become so
frustraux1 they have taken repairs into
their own hands.
Hawk estimated he spent twodozen hours rebuilding substandard
plumbing installed by Engineering students and technicians.
By noon ’Thursday Hawk had been
interrupted three times as he complet-

from his desk, but ICS clear it’s a team
effort The operative pronoun is ’we"
and he solicits suggestions from the
group for every phase of the job
this type of job, we hash lout
together." Bersuch said. "If you go
with one person, you’ll miss some-

ed the rebuikl. Two were false alarms.
The final interruption was
kinchtimee. Hawk joined the rest of the
crew at a long gray table in a loft
above the shop.
It’s 111111C to relax, but shop talk continued through lunch to an informal
meeting afterward in Bersuch’ office.
’Ile crew tricsecl around ideas on
replacing the water valve, figuring
how to minimize the portion of campus cut off from water during the
weekend repair.
Bersuch dimes discussion from the
head of the lunch table as much as

list team is bound to a formidable
assignment. There’s only 200 manhours a week among than and overtime is limited.
"I don’t think we have the man pow a to finish it off," Bersuch said.
"’Mere will always be a backlog."

TOXICS: Superfund site up for cleaning
From Front Page
reklaimed containers that once carriod
toxic materials.
The owner, Ernest Lorentz, was
convicted of failing to follow toxic
waste disposal regulations and received
a two-year prison sentence. Lorentz
died in prison of a heart attack after
serving about six months of his term.

and ozone to destroy the solvents in
the ground water, Hogan said. A
demonstration was given at the
Wentz site in 1989.
Concerns and questions regarding
the Lorenz Bawl & Drum site can he
directed to the EPA’s Norman Cater
at (415) 744-2183 or Joe Healy at
(415)744-2231.

Roans leaked into the ground from
the unemptied containers that piled
high in die thousands at Lorenz’s site.
Between 1980 and 1986 Lorentz
was cited by four different agencies,
aid in 1987 was charged on 10 counts
of hazardous waste violations.
The treatment facility being
installed now used the uluaviolet light

Wilson slightly less veto prone than Deukmajian
SACRAMENTO (AP) Gov.
Pete Wilson was only slightly less
veto-prone than his predecessor, former Gov. George Deukmejian, in his
first year in office. But Wilson didn’t
always follow his fellow Republican’s
lead in deciding which bills to reject
Deukmejian, nicknamed the Iron
Duke for his willingness to use his
veto pen, turned down a record 2,298
bills, 18.6 parent of the 12,364 mamma that reached his desk in his eight
years in office.
Wilson, considered to be more liberal than Deukmejian, vetoed 259 of

1,490 bills sent to him since he took
office in January 17.4 percent of
the totaL
Monday was the deadline for the
governor to sign or veto bills sent to
him during the Legislature’s 1991 session.
But Wilson frequently disagreed
with Deukmejian in deciding whether
to sign or veto a bill.
State Senate analyses identified 117
bills that were vetoed by Deukmejian
and then approved again this year by
the Legislature in a similar or identical
ham.

Wilson signed 62 of those bills,
vetoed 54 and allowed one to become
law without his signature.
That count doesn’t include bills that
the analyses said were amended to
remove Deukmejian’s objections.
Many of the bills were relatively
minor MeaSUIES.
In his most controversial veto,
Wilson turned down a bill that would
have outlawed job-related discrimination against gays in most instances,
claiming the measure would "create
burdens upon employers, both guilty
and innocent"

InDIC
"One
thing
about
golf,"
Schwendinger said, "it’s as taxing mentally as it is physically."
The team’s next tournament is at
Stanford
this
weekend
and
Schwendinger believes his team will
continue to do well.
Sal Enrique" will most likely not be
pert of the tournament because of academic exams.
Therefore, Schwendinger is planning
to send one of the younger players.
freshman Justin Wright, in his place.
"We’re off to a good start," he said
"We’ve gone from the frying pan into
die fire, so to spealL"

WHILE OTHERS PRE BUYING [COWEN CHOY,
Y011 CORD DE DOING YOUR CHRISTMOS SHOPPING.
AND IT MIGHT BE OUR TREK

Keep on Shaking

Sure, you’ll avoid
the crowds, the lines and
the parking problems hy

Find out "How" on October 17th
Information tables, Games, Prizes, and much more!
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/ Concert Choir/Choraliers Concert Today at 12:30 p.m. in front of the Music building. Saturday at Saint Vianriey Church. 4609 Highland Ave.( rear Alum Rock arid Vieirte). For information call 924-4332
Dance in the Works Featuring an evening of contemporary dance works by Bay Area choreographers on Saturday Oct. 19 and Sunday Oct. 20 at 8 p.m., in SJSU’s Dance Studio Theatre, Room 219 (5th
and San Carlos). Tickets: $6 general/$4 students and seniors. For information. call Theatre Box Office:
924-4555.
JAZZ Tuesday Oct. 22 at the Student Union Amphitheatre, catch the SJSU Latin Jazz Ensemble/The
Pride of the SJSU Jazz Department. The event is free and sponsored by the Student Union Programs alorg
with Assnriated Students Program Board.
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Hot Spot of the Week
A nearby getaway where
you can enjoy hiking,
bird watching
and beautiful scenery

Climbing
Castle Rock
Chuck Gibson uses
Castle Rock as a place
to practice his rock
climbing skills. Gibson recently returned
from three weeks of
climbing at Yosemite
National Park.
Dim Brarrarier -- Duly puff phoLogripher
By Anne Douquet
Duly staff wmter
After a hard week, getting away
and spending a relaxing day outdoors is often an ideal way to
reduce stress. Residents of the Bay
Area are fortunate in that there are
many outlets for hiking, tamping or
just appreciating nature close to
major cites.
Castle Rock Stale Park is one
such area. Located two miles south
of the intersection of Highways 9
and 35 on Skyline Boulevard, it
offers hikers and climbers 25 prime
walk-in sites.
Castle Rock has an elevation of
3,215 feet and after a mockrate twomile hike, breathtaking views of
Big Basin that extend to the ocean
are visible. Hikers can also forge
their own trails arid climb up gentle
ruck faces to create their own vista
and enjoy some solitude.
Although most of the creeks,
rivers and waterfalls have dried up
because of the drought, a few wandering creeks can still be seen.
The trails are also populated
with gopher snakes, a maiagene of
hints and enough squirrels to make
a Clusters cereal commercial.
For the more tame hikers, the
trail to Castle Rock begins at the far
end of the puking area off the main
highway entrance. The hike isn’t

too difficult, leading hikers on a
moderate .08 mile trail, and is best
suited for people who are just looking for a pleasant strolL
The Cssrle Rock trail is the IT1099
popular and visited in the park.
Small children as well as active
senior citizens can be seen making
their way through the Redwood arid
Douglas fir forested pathways.
While not challenging to the avid
hiker, it does give visit is an insight
into the beauty and serenity that
Northern California has to offer.
The Castle Rock trail culminates
in a natural grouping of oversized
rocks ideal for climbing with the
proper ropes and safety equipment.
Rock climbers can generally be
seen scaling down the facts with
their brightly colored ropes and
agile maneuvers. Local rock
climbers frequent these fomuitions
on a regular basis and allow onlookers to appreciate the unique sport of
rock climbing.
Castle Rock itself began forming
roughly 25 million years ago,
according to information at the
perk. It offers nature enthusiasts an
interesting piece of geologic history
as well as a challenging rock climb
for those who are daring enough to
try their luck at climbing. Proper
training and equipment is vital to
ensure a fade and enjoyable climbing experience.

The park offers other trails for
more experienced hikers. These
trails are located off to the right of
the Castle Rock trailhead and have
steeper inclines and longer trails.
Vivid, panoramic views are frequent on the trail leading up to Can
Rock. A hike -in campground can
also be reached after a short hike.
Also, beginning to the fight of the
Castle Rock trailhead, is a 35-mile
hike for the hard-core backpackers
that leads to Felton Beach.
For hikers who prefer a challenging day of climbing steeper
trails but not an overnight trip, the
traiLs to the nght of the Castle Rock
trail are the way to go.
Three hours of hiking leads to
expansive views of the basin as well
as isolated out
pings of uniquely
formed rocks that are good for

climbing. sitting or taking in the
spectacula- sights.
Be sure to bnng plenty of water
and snacks to fortify yourself if a
longer hike is what you’re seeking.
Castle Rock State Park is close to
San Jose and a perfect place kr a

STRETCH OUT THE
BUCKS YOU DON’T GOT
AT P.J. MULLIGAN’S
Nrkvr a

A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Cover

Charge

SUNDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

STARVING STUDENT
NIGHT

LIVE
1%4 LI S I C

FIRST DRINK IS On

CINEBAR

day -hike or outdoor excursion. A
scenic 30-minute drive from San
Jose leads to the part entrance. For
camping at the hike -in camp, be
sure to make reservations with the
Bei in advance to secure a spot.

P.J.’s
the rest are

99e
with student I.D. and
driver’s license
6:00pm till closing
casual dress
top40/rock/modern

WED. OCT. 23, 1991
AN ALL FEMALE ACT:

NIGHT MOODS
TOP 40
MOTOWN
THE FAVORITES

19979 STEVENS CREEK BLVD CUPERTINO 255-0588
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What’s for lunch near SJSU?
By Barbara Doheny
Daily aka’ wader
Hungry for lunch, but stranded
far from the Student Union? Need
to fuel up for a 7 am. class? Want
to "go out" for dinner without dnving?
SJSU is ringed by dozens of
restaurants priced for the student
budget A walk around campus produced the following selection of
cheap and not -so-cheap eateries:

1

Ajax Lounge, 374 S. First
Si, (Above Eulipia) Monday to
Saturday, 5 p.m. to 2 am. and Sunday 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.: There’s a
piano in one comer, a billiard table
in another and a full bar in between.
The Ajax is a small room with big
live music, mostly jazz. A lifesize
mural of naughty Romans circumnavigates the lounge. It hosts a pretty mod crowd on its ornate old
sofas sane customers show up
only in their undergarments.

2

Alexander’s Cafe, 140 E.
San Carlos Si. (between Third and
Fourth) Monday to Friday 7 am.
to 9 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday
opens at It a.m.; closes at 5 p.m.
Sunday: Alexander’s offers break fag and sandwiches in a gently elegant atmosphere at a reasonable
price. Omelette and sandwich
prices hover around $4.50, and
there are a number of vegetarian
dishes from Greek recipes. Other
options include cheesegeak,
and burgers. Service is warm and
efficient, giving the impression the
owners work the tables.

3

}Minnie’s, 80 E. San Carlos
St (next to McDonald’s)
Mon-

day to Friday 8 8-111. to 7 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.: Blimpie’s is a franchise but
this outlet is an archetypical coffee
borate. Varnished cable !Tools serve
as tables and a bulletin board near
the entrance keeps customers
informed about the off-beat. Go for
Neer, espresso and $4 sandwiches
and stay for scrabble, chess or
backgammon in the shady grotto
outside.

4

Casa Castillo, 200 S. First
Si, (by the Pavilion) -- Monday to
Thursday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; closes
Friday and Saturday at 10 pin. and
Sunday at 4 p.m. Mexican breakfasts at a sidewalk dining area are
featured at Casa Castillo. Wake up
to machaca con huevos shredded
beef, tomatoes, onions and chiles
ova scrambled eggs. Indoors, the
fresh, white linen and plain walls
present a slightly formal atmosphere. Breakfast dishes are $5.95:
dinner from $7 to $9.

5

Eulipia Restaurant, 374 S.
First St Monday to Friday 11:30
am. to 2 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. to 10
p.m.; Sunday dinner starts at 4 p.m.:
The Eulipia is the proverbial place
to impress a date. Gourmet meals,
fine w, les and superb desserts are
served with flawless service in an
elegant pastel dining room. Save for
it a full cause meal runs close to
$20 per plate.

6

Fcuntain Restaurant, 170 S.
Market, (in the Fairmont)
Sunday to Thursday 6 am. to Midnight;
closes at 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday: Ice cream shops don’t get
more upscale than this. Enjoy
parfaits and ice crushes served

by fellow students in pink striped
costumes. Fountain recipes lay on
the chocolate, russe, coconut,
pineapple chunks, strawberries,
toasted almonds, Lacher, apricots,
creme de menthe and cherries.
They’re priced to match $4 to $7
each. The Fountain also offers a
sampling of pricey gourmet meals,
but its desserts justify the name.

sauce ($5.95), shrimp with snow
peas ($6.95) abalone, clams and
shrimp.in this storefront restaurant.
The dishes are Vianamesahinese
with more than 100 items on the
bilingual menu. The lobster and
shellfish are selected live from two
enormous aquanunts stacked by the
cash register.

7 Gordon Blench Breway, 33
E. San Fernando (between Second

Keystone Coffee Store,
Fresh coffee,
321 S. First St.
rolls and sandwiches and gourmet
served
in
a country pardesserts are
lor dining mom. Occasionally management opens the big -screen TV
over the counter, but the Keystone
is primarily a study center. Coffee is
a dollar, five bucks will buy laich.

and Third Street) Monday to
Wednesday II am. to 11 p.m.; closes Thursday at Midnight, Friday
and Saturday at 1 am.; opens Sunday at 10 a.m.: House beer made on
the premises, fine wines and
gourmet seafood and pasta pull in
the crowds daily at this high -end
beer hall. Forget chicken grips and
a ooki one. For an appetizer Gordon
Biersch offers Hawaiian ahi carpaccio with tarnari glaze and extra virgin oil. Although known for its
beer, there’s a complete wine
listplus a sun -warmed alley for outdoor dining,

8

Grande Pizzeria, Fourth and
San Carlos Street
Monday to
Friday 11 am. to 10 pm., Saturday
and Sunday 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.:
Thick crust and fresh toppings
make the Grande’s pizza good.
There’s spaghetti and ravioli for
those who feel like something else
and a well -stocked little bar for
cooling down. Weekend afternoons
are slow, but expect crowds at lunch
and dinner.

9

Han Kee Seafood Restaurant, 87 San Fernando St Daily
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Family -style
meals include clams in black bean

Rhyming, rappin’ lawsuit filed
against master rapper Hammer
GULFPORT, Miss. (AP)
A
rhyming lawsuit has been filed
against Hammer by a man who
claims the rapper’s bodyguards
beat him after a concert.
Steven McKinney claims his
jaw was broken by two bodyguards
in a hotel parking lot after a Nov.
16 concert in Biloxi.
The lawsuit, filed by lawyer
Lust Collums, with rhyme by colleague Jim Rase, said in part:
"For M.C.’s guards were Striating their might,

Presstip

"Under the guise of preventing
afight.
"But there was no fight and no
Hammer to protect,
"When all of a sudden your
plain:if-hit the deck."
Stephen Carmody, attorney for
Hammer, said Wednesday he
thought the rhyming was ploy to
attract attention.
Collumns said McKinney was
at a hotel with friends for a pastconcert party when he heard a gunshot Soon after, "Hammer’s lxidy-

guards came up and decked him,"
she said
Carmody said McKinney shot at
the bodyguards.
The lawsuit was the second
recently filed against Hammer or
his ertourage. Another man claims
he was beaten by security guards
last October after a concert in Syracuse, N.Y.
The tour by Hammer last year
was entitled, "Please Hammer
Don’t Hurt ’Em." Since then, he
has chopped the intials M.C.

10

11

Peanuts, 275 E. San Fernando (between Sixth and Seventh)
Daily 6:30 am. to 7:30 p.m.: A
big-screen TV and a full bar share
this dimly lit eatery across from
Dudley Moorhead Hall. Look for
soup and sandwiches served at
comfortable little tables around the
TV.

12

Little Palace Restaurant.
273 E. San Fernando (by Peanut’s
between Sixth and Seventh)
Sunday to Thursday 11 am. to 9:30
p.m., closing about 9 p.m. Friday
and Saturday: Primarily a rake -out
counter, the Little Palace offers 17
lunch specials at $3.75 each. Try
almond chicken or beef with oyster
sauce when there’s no time to
brown-bag it Dinners run $5 to $7
and include more that 50 meat and
vegetarian meals.

13

Quoc Te Restaurant, 155
E. San Fernando Si
Sunday to

Thursday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday
and Saturday open to 2:30 a.m.:
More than 300 items grace the
bilingual menu of this late -night
spot Dishes range from rice with a
simple topping ($4.25) to Kung Pa
shrimp ($6.75) to seasonal eel and
jellyfish. The dining room is alwm,s
crowded, but service is quick and
the portions generous.

14

Original Joe’s, 301 S.
First St. (corner of First and San
Carlos) -- Daily 11 a.m. to 1:30
am.: A downtown landmark, Original Joe’s has been operated by the
Rocca family for 36 years. Its
upscale family dining offers
straightforward Italian dishes,
seafood and steak in the $15 $17
range. Enjoy the warmth of San
.ICKe when it was gill a small town.

1

5 Pavilion, (on Second
between San Fernando and San
Carlos) The Pavilion houses an
international food mall, a cookie
shop, bakery, Silver Max Diner,
Phoenix and Heartthrob Cafes.
Except for the diner, the cafes and a
tiny bar, everything shuts down by
7 p.m. A new sports bar is planned.

16

Sal and Luigi’s Famous
Pizza, 347 S. First Si Tuesday to
Thursday, 11 am. to 11 p.m.; En day and Saturday open to midnight;
closed Saturday and Sunday:
Another long-tirrie family business,
Sal and Luigi’s offers pizitri from $8
to $15. Burgers, minestrone soup
and meatball sandwiches round out
the menu.
See LUNCH, next pap -
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LUNCH: Where to go near SJSU
From Previous Page

17 Sandwichedto-In,’Thursda)
347 S.
First St. Monday
610 am. to 9 p.m.; 7 a.m to 4 p.m.
Friday; closed Saturday and Sunday. Coffee is 65 cans, sandwiches
around $3 and slices of homemade
banana bread go for 50 Laas. The
homey kitchen tables and hnoleurn
make take-out seem like going
house for lunch. Closed on weekends, Sandwiched -hi LIM always
there when you need it, but the rest
of the week you can depend on a
for a fast, cheap meal.

18

Subway Sandwiches.
475 E. San Carlos (between Tenth
and Eleventh)-- Sandwichesare
sold by the inch -- under $1 for 6
inches and around $4 per foot with
disootuus after 3 feet LALated next
to a laundranat Subway featoms
soup, salad and wnvemence

19

Togo’s, 336 E. William
St (between Seventh and Eighth)
Monday to Saturday 10:30 a.m.
to 9 p.m.; Sunday 11 a.m. to 9
p.m.: The sign outside identifies
this as the original Togo’s founded
in the late sixties. Soup, sandwich-

es and salads served in a venerable
little house near campus. See
whore it all began.

20

Trolley Cafe, 206 S. First
Si (by the light rail) Monday to
Friday 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Saturday 9
am. to 3 p.m.; Dinner 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. Friday and Saturday: The
Trolley is a family diner with a
great location but a small selection
of items. Burgers are $4, sandwiches around $5 and a choice of
steak dinners runs from $7 to $13.
The dining MOM is a cheerful pink,
tulips grace the tables and there’s a
basket of bubble gum by the register, but there needs to be more
items in the menu.

21

Super lliqueria, 10th and
Williams 10 am. to 9 pm. daily: There’s mom for an awesome
lunchtime crowd in Super Taqueha’s bright orange dining room.
They need it. because it’s one of
the few places offering meals for
$2 to $3. Meade-5.e corn quesadillai
are 75 cents, tacos $1.60 with an
option of 13 different meat fillings
plus a vegetarian filling. The modest jukebox with handwritten song

titles plays Latino artists
exclusively, including Los Yanks,
Duke and Julio Iglesias.
la Huasteca,
22 TaquenaDaily
330S. Third St.
10 am to
9 p.m: Even supertacos we under
$2, which gives Huasteca a fighting chance against McDonald’s
across the greet. There’s no contest between fresh, homemade
tacos prepared one at a time
and the products of the pre-fab
burger empire. There’s also a sunny brick patio in front for outdoor
dining. Try cheese, cilantro and
spices in a lard -less bean burrito.
Vegetarian meals also, all under S3.

A.ZE nob

sIst"*

No Cover All Night

wrfo
as

50 Kamikazes All Night
$1.00 Well Drinks until Midnight
$1.00 Razor’s Edge Beer

23

Long Hai Restaurant,
475 E. San Carlos St.
Daily 9
a.m. to 11 p.m.: Barbecue is the
house specialty in this Vietnamese,Vhinese family restaurant
About half the 95 entrees we under
$4, including curried chicken ova
rice and egg noodles with shrimp
and crab. Breakfast is also served
in this family style restaurant

’1 I
175 N. an Pedro
298 -WAVE
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Make your own Private Idaho
Shakespearean
theme mingled
with surrealism
By Traci Deguchi
D.ynafr wracr
If flashing scenes of falling
hams on desolate highways, artistically positioned naked bodies and
Shakespearean dialogue between
prostitutes seem like a fascinating
way to spend a couple of hours in a
movie theater, then the new Fine
Line Features release,"My Own
Private Idaho" will be a treat.
From the director of the critically acclaimed "Drugstore Cowboy,"
Gus Van Sant presents another wild
film taking a dive into the lives of
two male prostiutes and their merry
men of the street. Van Sant’s
attempt to tell a story about a modem day Prince Hal from Shakespeare’s "Henry IV, Part One" is not
completely clear, but entertaining
nonetheless.
"My Own Private Idaho" begins
in Seattle and intro:laces the tragic
life of hustler Mile Waters, played
by River Phoenix, presenting him
as a baby-faced victim of a broken
and lost family. A condition called
naicolepsy, in which a person suddenly slips into a deep sleep due to
an imbalance in the body’s chemistry and undo stress, is another part
of Mike’s poor luck in life.
While in his lapses of narcoleptic sleep, Mike dreams of being a
child, secure in the company of his
mother, but when he awakens, the
truth about his dreary life are before

Publicity Phut,

Scott Favor (Rearm Reeves) and Carmella (Chlarra (’,sPlli) in "My Own Private Idaho"
him, and it is only in his dreams that
he may find any sense of happiness.
His cohort, ironically enough, is
a rich, well-bred chap named Scott
Favor, played by Keanu Reeves,
who like Prince Hal, spends his
time away from his powerful mayor
father with a group of 20-something
street dwellers.
While Scott spends his last
moments before getting his healthy
inheritance sleeping on top of a
moldy, abandoned church with the
commune of hustlers, his greedy

and spoiled intentions always show
through
Scott, with his smooth words
and thoughtful soliloquies, sets
himself above the rest of the hustlers. In a scene where a shelf of
magazines in a porno shop come to
life, Scott and Mike are both cover
boys on the shelf and Scott quickly
becomes the main focus. He
describes how he is destined to
become a success and eventually
leads the other cover boys to arguing over his confidence,

It is this selfishness that later
destroys anything between Mike
and Scott. In an intimate scene
between Mate and Scott where, on
a quest from Portland to Idaho for
Mike’s family, they rest at a campfire and Mike confesses his love for
Scott. Scott not only rejects Mike
this time, but like Prince Hal’s turn
on the peasants when his father’s
throne becomes his own, the rejection is a pan of Scott’s tyrannical
selfishness.
"Idaho" couldn’t be complete

Pesky Joe Pesci finally gets starring role in film
LOS ANGFI FS (AP) After
playing the trigger-happy hood in
"GoodFellas" and the klutzy burglar in "Home Alone," Joe Pesci
can now boast his first starring
movie. It’s nice to know he hasn’t
reformed.
Pesci is a bit more legit re Louie
Kritski, the landlord you love to
hate in "The Super." Hauled into
coral for repeated code violations,
he’s sentenced to live in his own
New York apartments where the
rats outnumber the tenants.
Oddly, the 20th Century Fox
film staned out as a drama
"Then the rewrites started and it
kept getting funnier and funnier,"
said Pesci. ’Then I was worried:
’God, this isn’t what I signed on to
do. Are we doing the right thing?
Can we poke fun at the subject matus?’ But I think it’s a cartoon, and
it would be taken for fun."
Like Robert DeNiro did for
"Raging Bull," Pesci ballooned for
his "Super" role.
"I chunked up to 180 pounds,"
he said, "because I wanted to do my

Jackie Gleason stuff. I loved Gleeson, and it made me remember him.
Here I was, 180 pounds and playing
basketball, dancing, running up and
down five floors to collect rent I
thought, ’What am 1, crazy or
something?’"
A highlight of "The Super"
comes when the overconfident
slumlord enters a pickup basketball
game with the locals. He and
Ruben Blades were cached by Jim
Valvano, former North Carolina
State coach arid now a sportscaster
"He set up a fast break, and I
took off for the basket," Pesci
rernembered. "I was running fullspeed, and I realized I had no control over my body! I realized I just
can’t do that stuff anymore."
It would be nice to say that PC3C1
won the starring role because of his
Oscar for "GoodFellas" and being a
major part of the biggest money making comedy, "Home Alone."
Sony.
"The Super" was in thc works
before those two achievements. It’s
the result of a longtime ambition for

the actor "because when you start
doing your own shows, you get to
do the things you want to do."
Pesci, a squat, round man with a
skullcap of black hair, has been
aiming at this goal for a lorqt, long
time: He’s been acting for 43 years.
"/ started doing films when I
was 17, and in 19751 had a co-starring part in a low -budget film,
’Death Collector.’ That was the
movie that (Martin) Scorsese and
(Robert) DeNina saw, and they cast
me in ’Raging Bull.’"
He couldn’t have had a better
introduction to big-time movies. An
Academy Award nomination as
supporting actor came with the
prize, yet his career didn’t take off.
"I didn’t work so much after
’Raging Bull,’" he recalled. "I did a
few pictures but they wen scattered
and they weren’t successful, so
nobody saw them. The ’Easy Money’ thing with Rodney (Dangerfield) was OK, and I had a cameo in
’Once Upon a Time in America.’
Some pictures in Europe. I worked,
but it was pretty lean for a long

time.
’This is the worst business in the
world," he sighed. ’There are more
neurotics in this business, more sick
people from getting turned down.
We’re all nuts. The rejection is terrible.
That’s why I quit for two years.
I managed a restaurant in the
Bronx, and I sang at tables with a
guitar, anything to earn sortie money. I didn’t want any pan of acting
anymore.
"People in casting aren’t too
sensitive to it. They can ruin a good
actor by taking his confidence
away, trying to tell them how to act
when they should leave it to the
director.
"Even agents are auditioning
young kids today. They have no
way of knowing whether the kids
have talent. Who are they to arabtion?"
What brought him back to acting?
"Raging Bull’ and DeNiro and
Scorsese. Pretty good reasons to
come back."

without another of Shakespeare’s
"Henry IV" characters. A gruff and
gluttonous William Richert, the
author and director of one
Phoenix’s earlier films "A Day in
the Life of Jimmy Reardon," is Bob
Pigeon.
This Sir John Falstaff-like
character provides some humorous
scenes with Scott evecially in the
re-creation of the scene in "Henry
IV" where Falstaff tells the story of
being robbed, first by two, and then
11 thieves. Bob then becomes
another victim to the cold heart of
Scott, later dying of a "rejected
hear::
The tragic tale of Mike and Scott
is somewhat hard to follow with
frequent interjections of slow
motion scenes of salmon swimming
upstream to odd encounters with a
homy man named Hans.
With a tide like "My Own Private Idaho," expect to see Van
Sant’s interpretation of ordinary life
to explode into strange occurrences.
The scenes of large, purple mountains and fields of golden grain
bring to mind that these people are
just living their life in good, old
"America, the Beautiful." The
movie opens this Friday at the
Camera Cinemas in downtown San
Jose.

ONE WEEK ONLY!
THE
BEST OF
THE
NEW YORE

ROTI(
FILM
FESTRA1
A collection
of prize-winning
and specially
selected films
presented at the
annual New York
Erotic
Film Festival.
Adults Only

Opens 10 1 fl
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The local Freak Daddies stomp the stage with funk
By Jaws Rothman
Daity ouff wracr

The Freak Daddies took the
stage at the Club Oasis last nunday night and immediately started
pounding its danceable, funk
rhythms.
Lead singer Victor Aquino, an
SJSU kgaduate, hopped around the
stage in between his lyrics. His
white hat, dark sunglasses and
headband made him look like a
cross between a rap star arid a gang
member.
Saxophase player John E. Daye
and Bassist Eric Thomas moved
about the stage as if they were to
stay in one place their shoes would

stick to the floor. Daye donned a Tshirt with a big face of a man in
dread locks and his eyes popping
Oil ti their sockets. Below the face
is the band’s name sprayed across
the shin. "Thwart die end of their set
Daye and Thomas found the stage
too small for them, and they stepped
into the audience where they
grooved around the dance floor to
audience applause.
The Freak Daddies, are a new
band coming off the wave of fink
hands in the Bay Area and is still
trying to get its start since its formation in 1986, according to drummer
Garth Gurley. After five years, and
various members, the band is starting to click and play some of the

larger clubs in the area. The band
will be opening up for The Ohio
Players on Nov. 3 at Club Oasis.
On Sunday, The Freak Daddies
piled into a small room in Gurley’s
house for a last minute practice. As
they walked in Daye said, "Ah, we
as going into the sweat box again,"
and the name is true. Two songs
into the practice, the temperature
rises noticeably in the room.
The members who were sitting
quietly on the couches in the living
room, soddenly came alive as they
played their instruments.
The sweat box is a square man,
about eight feet by eight feet.
Posters of The Who and other old
groups lined the walls and a win-

dow is boarded up to keep in the
sound. The room was crammed
with the seven members, their
instruments arid a large speaker that
belted out enough sound to fill a
gymnasium.
Thomas said it took a while for
him to learn how to play his lefthanded bass and move at the same
time, but now that he can, he never
stands still He plays a slap style on
his bass and to make his thumb
tougher, he used to slam it against a
svood table.
Thomas, who’s short, skinny
build, flat-top afro, and overall
shorts, make him look like a Member of the LA. funk band Fishbone
In contrast, Daye, looks like rapper

Irtahe Salzrnmen Daily gad photographer

The Freak Daddies (left to right): Garth Gurley, Marsha
Dimalante, Teresa Aquino, John E Daye, Victor Aquino,

Eric Thomas and Randy Emata. Victor Is an alumni of
SJSU and his sister Teresa Is a graduate sUldenL

Straight to the heart with Sting
Can a
NEW YORK (AP)
Sting song swing?
It does in the hands of bendleader Bob Belden, who has adapted
sane of Sting’s most popular tunes
for big bands.
Bridal says he was listening to
the rock musician’s "They Dance
Alone" and thought it was a "natuml" fa a jazz ensemble.
Some 40 musicians join Belden,
a saxaphonist, on "Straight to My
Heat The Music of Sting." It contains 10 songs, includes adaptations
of "Every Breath You Take" and the
Police hit "Roxanne."

Some, such as Dianne Reeves’
vocal rhythm and blurs interprets tion of"Wrapped Around Your Finger," beg a comparison to the Sting
original
But the orchestral style of
"Dream of the Blue lluiles," with
background horns and the burning
guitar of John Han, takes the slaptalon into its own.
Belden recently played at The
Blue Note with an ensemble halt
the size of that on the album. but
they played with an enthusiasm the
recording sorneurnas lacked.
Phil Perry, who enchanted the

sal13tifsnedifferent dun regular horn
parts, Daye said. "It just kind of
worked out like that."
It woks out well enough that the
sound the band produces is original.
The saxophone takes the place of a
rhythm guitar, plus it adds a soul
twist to a genre of music that is
impacted with hands that sound the
same.
The Freak Daddies started beck
in 1986, when Aquino, Gurley and
Daye formed a band with another
member, who left the band showily
after. They were getting gigs at parties and small clubs. Then in 1988,
they had enough music to put
together a large enough set to take
on the larger clubs.
"We audiuoned at MUZZieS (now
closed) an a Sunday night, and the
talent director liked us enough to
hire us," Gurley said. "The gig went
well, and it kind of propelled us into
other gigs.
"But, after a year of playing nonstop we played too much to write
new matenal," he added.
The members also began fighting and eventually broke up. Some
of the members began to miss the
band, and put it back together,
adding a new bassist, keyboardist
and two beck up angers.
All of the members have been
around music most of their life, and
the members sight jazz as art influence as well as funk from the 1970s.
Most of the members played jazz
while growing up, and they all
switched to funk because they like
the genre of music.
The seven member set really
likes playing on stage, saying the
feeling is unique enough, the members had a hard time explaining the
feeling without actually being on
the stage.
"When a show clicks, it flows.
You can just feel it," Aquino said.
"Everyone is hooked up with each
other, and when you we tight mentally, the feeling is great."
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Blue Note auchence with his "Sister
Moon." is equally impressive on
"Straight to My Heat"
Belden’s debut album, ’Treasure
Island," was influenced by Miles
Davis.
"Straight to My Heat" is available on the Blue Note label.

Ice-T.
Daye, who is one of the original
members in the band, has been
playing his ban for 18 years. When
the band started, he wrote keyboard
parts for its music, and when the
members had no luck finding a keyboardist he switched the parts to
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Gamble on the latest releases
By Dad Deguehi
[Ally staff twiner

Trying out new music is always
a bit of a gamble. For the newest
releases from Trip Shakespeare,
Latin Alliance and The Wailers
Band, chances are you’ll be disappointed for the most pan.
Trip Shakespeare
Don’t be taken in by Trip Shakespeare’s wild, slick and psychedelic
cover of its second release, LULU
on the A&M label.
The music barely struggles with
life as the Minneapolis based band
slouches mound tunes, slops over
dramatic vocals and tunes reminiscent of a high school dance band.
The tide track, "LULU," is a
horrible song with a poorly done

harmony that moves into a melancholy, cheap sounding beat. John
Munson’s lead vocals on the song
are umatched for the music A&M
labels as "modern rock"
Munson sounds desperate and as
do the howling back up vocals provided by other band members, Dan
and Matt Wilson on guitars and
piano, and Elaine Harris on drums.
With this song, like almost every
other song on the album, the tune
ends with a chawn out finale of guitar distortion that is unbearable
beyond belief.
The lyrics also contribute to the
bland style of Trip Shakespeare. In
"LULU," the bend has hit the nail
on the head when it says "I waru to
screw up endlessly, how have I
come to be alone?" Other lyrics go
from "... so you searched the
neighborhood, actually the neighborhood bar," to "Jill took nights
and weekends at the store, never
money."
In the rest of die album, a western style drifts into songs, and just
about the only docent song on the
album is "Today you move."
It makes use of the piano players, and slows the tempo down to
allow Trip Shakespeare to actually
show some guitar talent Hopefully

Trip Shakespeare can succeed as a
"striking unit" live band as stated in
its press release, because it just
doesn’t cut it as a studio band.
The Wailers Band
To get a taste of some of the
roots of reggae, The Wailers Band
has come back. After 10 years of
work, The Wailers Band has
emerged with a new release,
"Majestic Warriors."
The album is a collection of
political songs about love, struggle
and basically the life of the Freedom Fighters. On the album cover,
the revised Wailers Band makes a
dedication to the past legendary
players Bob Marley, Peter Tosh,
Carlton Barrett and "all Freedom
Fighters, past, present and future."
The blend of reggae in "Majestic
Wan-iota" is nothing new, keeping
with the style that Marley, lbsh and
Barrett had developed. ’liberty" is
an emotional song with the vocals
of Junior Marvin, Irvin Jarrea, and
new member Andrew McIntyre.
Although the list of musicians for
the album is extensive, simple
melodies are kept constant
"Dancing Boys" and "Live and
Love" are happier songs about

Latin Alliance doesn’t hide, like
Public Enemy, strong words to
express their point. Like Chuck D,
ALT addresses politics and the Latino man.
"1 see a brother man, you know,
a Mexican." ALT says.
"Running" is an exciting song
beginning with a newscaster reporting about illegal aliens, and jumps
into telling the stay of hell and ha,
nor of crossing the bczdce.
Rapper ALT gives his story
along with another rapper Frost.
"Know what I’m saying?" booms
with Ralph M. & Di. Battlecat
scratching to rapper Rayski Rockswell, who sounds a lot hie Ice-T.
Tlr song is a straight-line look
at poverty and what children
become at the cost of being less fortunate.
Latin Alliance is not completely
political however.
"Can U Feel It" and "Smooth
Roughness" are both songs of
music, rapping and style. Another
surprise, is the song "What You Sec
is What You Get," which is a slow
exotic tune with a rap beat that can’t
be missed. Latin Alliance is an
interesting band, and the album is
worthy of choice for an alternative.

lighter subjects while "Showdown,"
with a more modern sound, and
’Trip" are slower songs that blend a
srnooth beat, strumming guitars and
keyboard inserts.
The Wailers Band 1989 release,
"ID," was its last release and Junior
said it took 10 years after Marley’s
death for the public to take the bend
seriously. "Majestic Warriors" is a
worthwhile listening experience
reminiscent of the old Wailers.
Latin Alliance
Taking a stronger approach to an
innovation in ethnic music, Latin
Annexe’s self titled album is something close to a Public Enemy style
to Latino life. The first track of the
album is re-mix of the classic War
song "Lowrider" and is fired up
with a sample of xratching arid rappingIn more serious songs by Latin
Alliance, the band raps about the
troubles and problems facing the
Latino community today. In a well
done song, "What is an American?"
rapper ALT questions the world of
Mexicans in America.
He says, "Can my primos from
Mexico visit? No because they say
they take up the worli"

Dancing in the works at SJSU’s studio theater
By have Wells
;soy ,uaff w-niee

Dance in the Works brings duets,
trios, a sextet and six solos to
Slis Dance Studio Theater (PER
29) Saturday and Sunday.
The program includes a duet, a
zoo, a sextet and six solos, two of
which are performed to text, as well
as music. Perfomance starts at 8
pm, at the theater located at 5th and
San Carlos. Tickets are $4 for stulents, $6 for general admission and
are available at the door only.
Jenny McAllister, SJSU dance
major, will perform to Emma Lou
Huckabay’s "Sweet Dreams,"

choreographed to the music of Patsy
Cline. McAllister’s partner is Don
Leach, with whom she runs the
local studio, Dances for Two.
A trio dances to ’Tides," choreographed by Cathleen McCarthy,
originally from San Mateo, but who
has danced in the Bay Area companies of Cliff Keuter, Joanna Hai good, and Della Davidson
McCarthy has also danced in
New Yogic City arid her waits have
appeared in San Francisco. She performs her work with Lynda J.
McNamara and Baraba Susco.
Music is by Charles Koechlin.
Katie D. Tetzlaff, dancer, performer and choreographer has creat-

ed "Place of Silvered Light," a composition for six dancers to the music
of Patti Mattison. She will perform
her work Saturday with Laurie
Broderick -Burr, Barbara England,
Jennifer Kilfoil, Ghislaine Monline,
Amy Sugar. On Sunday Margie
Young will dance in her place. Cosmines for this dance are oxersy of
Dane Neri-Stern.
lbtzlaff received her masters in
fine arts from Mills College in
Spring, 1991 and is working on a
concert of solos to be performed by
Bay Area performers. She lives in
Santa Cruz in an old farmhouse she
shares with her husband, Mickey,
and his seven rabbits.

Public Enemy’s new angry beat
By Jason Rothman
Dady Staff water

Public Enemy has found the
anger it lost on its last album, to
make "Apocalypse 91 The Enemy
Strikes Black" die best album in the
band’s history.
Public Enemy has always been
able to mix abrasive sounds together and make them sound good.
On this album, they mix car
horns, computer printer sounds,
sirens and burps into the hardcore
trat that is constantly pounding.
Not only is the beat good
throughout the album, but what the
hand has to say and how the members say it, is worth listening to.
Lead rapper Chuck D. uses a rapid
fire style of rapping, plus he uses a
lot of words that sound the same

diroughout the songs.
For example, in the song
"Rebirth" Chuck D. raps, "You
can’t see who’s in cahoots’ ’Cause
now the KKK’ Wears three piece
suits."
Most of the songs are speaking
against something. "1 Million Bottle Bags" is speaking out against all
the beer ads that are aimed to
African Americans, especially the
40-ounce bottles.
"When he gets a big b--o-t-t-l-el
Oh he loves tha liquor/ But look
watch shorty get sicker."
The song "By The lime I Get to
Arizona" also speaks out against the
racism that revolved around Arizona choosing not to observe Martin Luther King’s birthday.
Before one of the band’s songs a
southern man claiming to be Bernie

Crosshouse from the KKK. He
makes a statement thanking all the
gangs and drug dealers for commuting genocide. Part of the it says:
"To all you gangs, drug pushers, users and other worthless riggers killin’ each other, we’d like to
thank Nell for sawn’ us the time,
trouble and legality for the final
choptercfriddenya II of the face of
the earth. Your soon to our problem is greatly appreciated, so keep
sellin’ ursvw soul."
In all it is dr most creative, arid
angry album Public Enemy has created.
The tight beats mixed with the
poeac words, makes for OM of the
best rap albums since the creation
of the genre.

Like all solos, "Out of her Element" will be performed by its
choreographer.
Sara Wilbourne, who moved to
California in 1980, will dance her
creation in a costume by Joni Hyerle and to music by Andrew Schloss.
She has previously danced using
puppets and poetry by Santa Cruz

Merce Cunningham in New York,
will dance "A New Work 1 cr 2" to
text written by kenneth Ellison and
read by Nhoj Ymeh Music by Rath
Cztar also both text and music. He
teaches and does workshops in the
United States and abroad.
"So I Begin...Again" will be performed by its choreographer Phil
Tom of San Jose, and Linda Boyd
provides her own costume and
dances to her own creation, "Once
Only," to music composed by Scott
Killian.
Open discussion between choreographers and audience follows the
Saturday perforniarre.

IWO dancers will perform to text
as well as to music.
Diane Shields dances to her creation, "Early Signs of God," accompanied by text read by her. Shields
has danced and worked in the Bay
Area for five years.
John Henry who worked with
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